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ABSTRACT 

Phenology is as an effective indicator of vegetation response to climate change and variability, and 

satellite remote sensing is a promising approach to monitoring large-scale phenology changes 

across grasslands and other terrestrial biomes. Most satellite data to detect land surface phenology 

are composited at coarse time intervals to minimize noise and cloud contamination. Trading 

detailed seasonal dynamics for higher data quality of satellite composite data may affect the 

accuracy of estimated phenology and its response to climate variability. However, not many 

studies have investigated this issue. The purpose of this research is to evaluate the effect of the 

temporal resolutions of satellite data on the estimated climate-induced changes in grassland 

phenology. The research was conducted in the Canadian prairie grasslands. Satellite vegetation 

indices (VIs) including AVHRR and MODIS VIs produced at a wide range of temporal resolutions 

were used to estimate the start of growing season (SOG), the end of greenness (EOG) and other 

phenological metrics and their response to climate variability. The near-surface PhenoCam 

phenology data were used to validate the satellite-based phenology due to the lack of in-situ 

grassland phenology measurement in the Canadian prairies. The results show that the prairie 

grassland SOG and EOG are sensitive to the variability of the preseason drought, precipitation and 

temperature. Also, the temporal resolutions of MODIS VIs were indicated to influence the quality 

of estimated phenological metrics and ability of MODIS VIs to depict the detailed grassland 

seasonal dynamics. Moreover, the results reveal the different response of prairie grassland SOG 

and EOG to climate variability measured by MODIS and PhenoCam and demonstrate the 10-day 

time interval is the optimal temporal resolution of MODIS EVI2 to predict the climate-induced 

changes in PhenoCam-based grassland phenology. This research addressed a critical gap in 

satellite-based phenology detection, investigating the uncertainties of land surface phenology and 

its response to climate variability related to the temporal resolution of input satellite data in the 

mixed prairie. This research also improves the understanding of the variability of biome functions 

in relation to climate variability.  
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Preface 

This chapter introduces the ecological importance of phenology and summarizes the theory, 

methods, and research progress on detecting land surface phenology across a variety of terrestrial 

ecosystems using remote sensing data. More importantly, this chapter identifies research gaps 

based on peer-reviewed literature and proposes the research hypothesis and objectives. Also, this 

chapter describes the structure of this thesis.  

1.2 Vegetation phenology in relation to climate change and variability 

Grassland is a vital component of Earth ecosystems. Grasslands cover 25% of the world’s 

land area (Hui and Jackson 2006), store 34% of the global carbon stock (Rosen 2000), and provide 

multiple habitats for diverse wildlife (Zhang et al. 2008),  and also hold the majority of world’s 

grazing capacity (Burke et al. 1989). It has been widely accepted that all Earth ecosystems have 

been significantly affected by a global warming trend in climate during the last few decades and 

grasslands are no exception. Quantitatively understanding the pattern of grasslands dynamics 

under this long-term warming trend is crucial to developing a corresponding scientific adaptation 

regime.  

Phenology is well known as a notable and observable link between climate and terrestrial 

ecosystems, as it is sensitive to the interannual and seasonal dynamics of the climate (Cayan et al. 

2001) and regulates the vegetation feedbacks to climate change and variability (Penuelas et al. 

2009). With the development of remote sensing techniques, satellite-based phenology detection 

on multiple spatiotemporal scales has become feasible. Phenology is commonly used in current 

research to indicate the grassland vegetation response to climate change and variability. 

Phenology is often associated with the timing of vegetation life cycle events such as leaf-out, 

flowering, fruiting, senescence, and dormancy. However, phenology, suggested by the 

International Biological Program (IBP), has a much broader definition as “the study of the timing 

of recurring biological events, the causes of their timing with regard to biotic and abiotic forces, 

and the interrelation among phases of the same or different species” (Lieth 1974). This definition 
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clearly shows the emphasis of phenology in terms of the relationship among phenological events 

within and among ecological communities and the potential effect of environmental forces on 

phenological events, in addition to the extraction of onset dates of phenological events. Given 

these multiple emphases, phenology can be applied in the biometeorology, environmental biology, 

physiological ecology and other fields of global change research (Richardson et al. 2013). In the 

particular cases of climate change and variability research, the important role of vegetation 

phenology has been gradually acknowledged from two perspectives: 1) phenological changes is 

highly related to climate change and variability and 2) phenology affects vegetation response to 

climate change and variability.  

1.1.1 Climate impact on phenological changes of terrestrial biomes 

With the global average temperature increasing by 0.74°C ± 0.18°C from 1906 to 2005 

(Solomon et al. 2007), many studies have been coupling variation in phenology with that of 

temperature or precipitation to assess the effect of this warming trend on terrestrial ecosystems. 

Regarding the advance of 2.3~5.2 days per decade for the onset of global-scale vegetation green-

up since the 1970s and the extension of the vegetation growing season over the last century, 

phenology is evidently sensitive to the interannual variation in climate and a suitable indicator of 

the warming trend in climate at decadal and even larger scales. Additionally, the pattern of 

phenology variation under this global warming trend usually varies within and among 

communities (Cleland et al. 2007), along with the change in phenological events, climate variables, 

land cover/use types, vegetation species, soil characters, water availability, latitude, topographic 

gradients (i.e. slope, aspect, altitude) and other factors. To illustrate this climate-induced 

phenology patterns in four major terrestrial biomes: forests, grasslands, tundra, and deserts will be 

given in the following section.   

Forests biome, classified according to latitude, includes three major types: tropical forest, 

temperate forest and boreal forest (taiga). Each type has a distinct pattern of phenology variation. 

For temperate forests, numerous studies have documented the advance of timing of spring onset, 

which is associated with warming winter temperatures at the global scale (Miller-Rushing and 

Primack 2008; Thompson and Clark 2008), while the delay of spring onset in some temperate tree 
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species is known to be linked with strong photoperiod control and insufficient winter chilling 

(Migliavacca et al. 2012; Ren et al. 2007). With respect to autumn phenology, research has 

revealed that increased temperatures in late summer or early fall have a significant impact on the 

delayed leaf fall (Delpierre et al. 2009). For the boreal forest, the trend in spring phenology is 

similar to that of temperate forest. For example, the earlier leaf-out in northern Europe is highly 

correlated with the positive North Atlantic Oscillation Index, which is associated with higher 

temperature and more precipitation in the winter (Maignan et al. 2008). Also, later autumn 

senescence is indicated by the satellite data in boreal Eurasia while a trend toward earlier 

senescence is found in Alaska and northern Canada over the 1982~2008 period (Jeong et al. 2011). 

For the tropical forest, the impact of long-term climate change and variability on the shift in 

phenology is not as well understood as that on the other two forest biomes. However, the important 

roles of precipitation and solar radiation have been suggested (Reich 1995; Zalamea and González 

2008). 

 The grasslands biome has three divisions: temperate grasslands, tropical grasslands (savanna) 

and alpine grasslands (meadow and steppe). For savanna, the grasslands with scattered individual 

trees, timing of phenophases in the annual life circle is mainly driven by surface soil moisture 

(Baldocchi et al. 2004; Morin et al. 2010). Climate variables are more critical in temperate 

grasslands, where grasses are dominant. For instance, Cong et al. (2012) suggested that the onset 

of grassland greenup in Inner Mongolia would be delayed by about 4.9 days with 1°C of 

temperature increase, while the advancement in spring onset in grasslands in Tibetan Plateau is 

likely linked with the colder temperature due to the high altitude (Piao et al. 2011).  

In the desert biome, the variation in the timing and size of precipitation and the increase in 

temperature are probably the major driving factors of phenological shifts. Specifically, the volume 

of southwestern summer monsoon rainfall is related to the timing of the growth peak in the 

vegetation life circle (Jenerette et al. 2010); major precipitation events may advance the end of 

dormancy whereas it is temperature that more influences the pace of plant growth (Richardson et 

al. 2013).  
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The tundra biome is the coldest biome of all. Few studies have investigated the correlation 

between phenology shift and climate change and variability in the tundra biome. Still, according 

to the observational records in Greenland, an advance of 3 days per decade in leaf-out during 

1993~2006 and an advance of 14 days per decade in flowering during 1996~2005, are suggested 

to be associated with the warmer temperatures and variation in the timing of snow melting (Post 

and Inouye 2008).  

1.1.2 Phenology regulation of other vegetation responses to climate 

The overall trend of earlier spring onset and delayed autumn senescence across diverse 

terrestrial biomes under the present global warming trend not only results in a longer growing 

season but has been concluded to contribute to a series of responses of vegetation to climate. In 

general, the contribution of phenology to the vegetation feedbacks to long-term climate change 

and variability is implied by its effect on biogeochemical process, such as photosynthesis and CO2 

fluxes, and physical properties of land surface, including albedo, surface roughness length, surface 

energy and water balance and canopy conductance (Penuelas et al. 2009; Richardson et al. 2013). 

In particular, the effect of phenology on CO2 uptake and canopy albedo has been repeatedly 

emphasized due to its more direct impact on the mass and energy balance in Earth’s ecosystems.  

Atmospheric CO2 is the source material for plants to produce biomass and one of the most 

important responses of the plants to climate change and variability. It is indicated that the length 

of the vegetation growing season could influence atmospheric CO2 as well as its consequential 

impact on the temperature (Richardson et al. 2013). The annual emission of biogenic volatile 

organic compounds, which has a significant effect on aerosol formation and the greenhouse effect, 

is also associated with longer vegetation activity (Peñuelas and Llusià 2003). Furthermore, the 

spatiotemporal pattern of CO2 uptake is to some degree sensitive to changes in vegetation 

phenology (Richardson et al. 2013). For example, a positive relationship was found between 

growing season length and net C uptake in both deciduous broadleaf forests and  tropical 

grasslands (Baldocchi 2008). Another analysis based on the long-term observation of spring onset 

and CO2 flux measurements shows an increase of 5g C m-2 d-1 in gross ecosystem photosynthesis 

in years with earlier spring onset (Richardson et al. 2009).   
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Albedo is a critical variable of the surface energy budget and a sensitive indicator of the 

feedbacks of vegetation to climate (Bonan 2008). Seasonality of visible (VIS) reflectance and near-

infrared (NIR) reflectance of canopy is related to vegetation growth. More specifically, leaf-out of 

vegetation will lead to a quick decrease of visible reflectance due to the photosynthesis activity 

(Moore et al. 1996; Ryu et al. 2008), whereas the near-infrared reflectance may increase because 

of the multi-scattering effect (Gates 1965; Richardson et al. 2013). The phenology-induced 

variation in albedo varies among different biomes. For tropical evergreen biomes, the surface 

albedo changes slightly over the life circle in both VIS and NIR bands (Jackson et al. 2008). For 

the other regions covered by deciduous vegetation, the variation is more dramatic. For example, 

in deciduous forest, leaf-out of the canopy will result in 20~50% increase in canopy albedo from 

the onset of greenup to the peak of growing season because of the larger increase in NIR 

reflectance than the decrease in VIS reflectance (Campbell and Norman 2012). 

 Vegetation phenology is an important ecological parameter to couple atmosphere and land 

surface dynamics. Investigating the correlation between long-term climate change and variability 

and phenology is crucial to understanding the interaction between atmospheric activities and land 

surface variation and being aware of approaches to monitor long-term phenology variation is the 

first step to achieve this.  

1.3 Approaches to monitoring phenology variation 

Phenological metrics (a series of variables related to the critical events in one complete plant 

life cycle from emergence to senescence), are the central concern of phenology detection. Three 

types of approaches: field observations, satellite vegetation indices (VIs), and bioclimatic models 

(Table 1-1) can fulfill the purpose of extracting phenological metrics (Soudani et al. 2012).  
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Table 1-1. Intercomparison between the three approaches to extract phenology metrics 

Approach Examples Advantages Drawbacks 

In-situ 

measurements 

National Phenological Networks (USA) 

(Denny et al. 2014); 

International Phenological Gardens 

(Europe)(Menzel 1997); 

Plant watch (Canada)(Beaubien and 

Hamann 2011); 

Accurate;  Time-consuming; 

expensive; 

subject to Operators’ 

bias; 

sparse temporal and 

spatial sampling; 

limited long-term 

records 

Empirical or 

bioclimatic models 

Delpierre Model (Delpierre et al. 2009);  

Physiology-based model (Schaber and 

Badeck 2003); 

Simple and quick;  Species-specific and 

calibrated at local 

scales; 

Satellite VIs NDVI (White et al. 2014); 

Enhanced Vegetation Index 

(EVI)(Ganguly et al. 2010);  

Two-band Enhanced Vegetation Index 

(EVI2); 

(Moon et al. 2019); 

The fraction of Absorbed 

Photosynthetically 

Active Radiation (FAPAR) 

(Verstraete et al. 2008); 

Normalized Difference Water 

Index (NDWI) 

(Delbart et al. 2005) 

The only way for 

studies on multiple 

spatiotemporal 

scales;  

Subject to uncertainties 

due to data 

preprocessing 

and quality control 

Compared with the other two methods, satellite VIs have significant advantages in deriving 

phenological metrics on multiple spatiotemporal scales. NDVI is the most widely used among 

these satellite-based variables. NDVI is defined as the ratio of the difference between the 

reflectance of vegetation at the near-infrared band (NIR) and reflectance of vegetation at the red 

band (RED) to the sum of these two (Tucker 1979). NDVI is probably the best indicator for the 

status of vegetation growth. Due to the strong relationship between NDVI and the fraction of 

absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, NDVI is considered to the most direct representation 

of plant productivity, and its integration over the growing season can be used as an estimate of Net 

Primary Productivity (NPP) (Reed et al. 1994). Moreover, it has been reported that there is a strong 

positive linear relationship between NDVI and leaf development (e.g. Leaf Area Index (LAI)) 

associated with the canopy mass transfer and energy balance (Bonan 1993), before NDVI reaches 

its saturation period at high values of LAI (Wang et al. 2005). In spite of not being defined as an 
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intrinsic physical variable (Ricotta et al. 1999), NDVI is still a proper proxy index to represent the 

seasonality of vegetation growth and extract phenological information. 

  EVI (Huete et al. 2002) and EVI2 (Jiang et al. 2008) are also widely used in the satellite-

based monitoring of vegetation phenology changes. Compared to NDVI, EVI is more sensitive to 

high biomass and less influenced by canopy background and atmosphere (Huete et al. 2002) and 

therefore used to produce global vegetation phenology products such as MODIS Land Cover 

Dynamics (MCD12Q2) (Ganguly et al. 2010). EVI2 is equivalent to EVI but can be generated by 

satellite sensors with no blue spectral bands (e.g., AVHRR) for research over larger temporal 

scales, and thus has been used as an alternative to EVI for phenology change research (Moon et al. 

2019; Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2014).    

1.4 Applications of satellite composite VIs  

To monitor dynamic change on land surface, multiple sensors onboard Earth observation 

satellites, such as NOAA AVHRR, Terra MODIS, SPOT VGT, and Suomi National Polar-orbiting 

Partnership (Suomi NPP) Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) have been acquiring 

land VIS band (i.e. Red) reflectance and near-infrared band reflectance and transforming these 

data into VIs. In Table 1-2 are listed some important specifications of these sensors.  

Table 1-2. Specifications of three commonly used satellite sensors for vegetation research 

Specifications NOAA 

AVHRR 

Terra 

MODIS 

SPOT 

VGT 

Suomi NPP  

VIIRS 

Orbit frequency (day) 0.5 1~2 1~2 1~2 

Nadir spatial resolution (km) 1.1 0.25 1.15 0.375 

Red bandwidth (nm) 580-680 620~670 610~680 600~680 

Near-infrared bandwidth (nm) 730~980 840~880 780~890 846~885 

View angle (°) 55.4 65 50.5 58.3 

In most research, VI composite data are utilized to minimize the noise associated with cloud 

contamination, atmospheric aerosols, and varied sensor view angles in the raw data (Davidson et 

al. 2009; Holben 1986). Specifications of the most commonly used composite data and their 

applications to extracting satellite-based phenological metrics are listed in Table 1-3 and Table 

1-4, respectively.  
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Table 1-3. Specifications of commonly used VI composite data 

Sensor Composite 

data 

Spatial 

interval 

(km) 

Temporal 

interval 

(day) 

Spatial scale Temporal 

extent 

Compositing 

method 

NOAA 

AVHRR 

GIMMS NDVIg 8 15 Global 1982~2006 Maximum value 

composite 

(MVC)(Holben 

1986) 

GIMMS NDVI3g 10 15 1982~2010 MVC 

Pathfinder AVHRR 

Land (PAL) 

8 10    

NDVI for 

conterminous 

United States 

1 7, 14 conterminous 

United States 

1989~ MVC 

Long Term 

Satellite Data 

Records (LTSDRs) 

1 1,10, and 

30 

Canada 1982~2011 Earth Observation 

Data Manager 

(EODM) (Latifovic 

et al. 2005) 

Crop Condition 

Assessment 

Program (CCAP) 

AVHRR 

1 7 Canada 1987~ MVC 

MODIS MOD13Q1 0.25 16 Global 2000~ Constraint-view 

angle maximum 

value composite 

(CV-MVC) (Huete et 

al. 2002) 

MOD13A1 0.50 16 2000~ CV-MVC 

MOD13A2 1 16 2000~ CV-MVC 

MOD09Q1 0.25 8 2000~ CV-MVC 

MOD09A1 0.50 8 2000~ CV-MVC 

MCD43A4 0.50 5 and 16 2000~ CV-MVC 

LTSDRs 0.25,0.50,1 1,10, and 

30 

Canada 2000~2011 EODM 

National Crop 

Monitoring System 

Prototype (NCMS-

P) (Davidson et al., 

2009) 

0.25 7 Canada south 

of 60°N 

2000~2009 MVC 

CCAP 0.25 7 Canada 2010~ MVC 

SPOT 

VGT 

S10 1.00 16 Global 1998~ MVC 

LTSDRs 1 1,10,30 Canada 1998~ EODM 
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Table 1-4. Applications of VI composite data to extracting phenology 

Extraction 

Method 

Composite data Study area Biomes Reference 

Local threshold GIMMS NDVIg (1982~2006) Tibetan Plateau Alpine Grasslands Piao et al. 

(2011) 

PAL (1982~2001) 

VGT S10 (1998~2004) 

Northern Eurasia Tundra and steppe Delbart et al. 

(2006) 

Maximum ratio VGT S10 Tibetan Plateau Alpine Grasslands Ding et al. 

(2013) 

GIMMS NDVIg (1982~2006); 

MODIS NDVI (2000~2011); 

SPOT VGT (1998~2011) 

Tibetan Plateau Alpine Grasslands Zhang et al. 

(2013); Shen et 

al. (2013); 

Wang et al. 

(2013) 

GIMMS-NDVI3g 

(1982~2008) 

Northern 

Hemisphere 

Multiple biomes Jeong et al. 

(2011) 

Global 

threshold 

(NDVI=0.2, 

0.4) 

GIMMS NDVI3g 

(1989~2008) 

Tibetan Plateau Alpine Grasslands Jin et al. (2013) 

Multiple 

Methods 

GIMMS-NDVI3g 

(1982~2010) 

Temperate China Multiple biomes Cong et al. 

(2012) 

GIMMS NDVIg 

(1982~2006) 

North America Multiple biomes White et al. 

(2009) 

TIMESAT GIMMS NDVIg (1981~2008) Central Asia Semi-steppe and 

steppe; mountainous; 

semi-desert and desert 

Kariyeva and 

Van Leeuwen 

(2011) 

GIMMS NDVI3g (1982-2014) Canadian prairie Temperate grasslands Cui et al. 

(2017) 

LTSDRs AVHRR, MERIS 

(2003~2006) 

Eastern Canada Deciduous forest Pouliot et al. 

(2011) 

MOD09Q1, 

MOD09A1(2000~2008) 

Sweden Coniferous forests Jönsson et al. 

(2010) 

GIMMS NDVIg (1982~2005) Sahel and 

Soudan 

Desert Heumann et al. 

(2007) 

Maximum 

curvature-

change rate 

MODIS EVI (8-day, 500 m, 

2001~) 

Global Multiple biomes Ganguly et al. 

(2010) 

MODIS and VIIRS EVI/EVI2 

(500m, 2013 and 2014) 

North America Multiple biomes Zhang et al. 

(2018) and 

(Moon et al. 

2019) 
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AVHRR NDVI (1km, 

1985~2007) 

Grassland 

National Park 

(WGNP) 

Grasslands (prairie) Li and Guo 

(2012) 

AVHRR EVI2 (1982~2010) Global Multiple biomes Zhang et al. 

(2014) 

Regressive 

Moving 

Average 

GIMMS NDVIg 

(1982~2006) 

North America Multiple biomes Reed (2006) 

GIMMS NDVIg 

(1989~1992) 

The 

conterminous 

United States 

Multiple biomes Reed et al. 

(1994) 

3-leg linear fit 10-day AVHRR NDVI; 

VGT S10; 

MOD09A1 (2001~2005) 

Swiss Alps Alpine Grasslands Fontana et al. 

(2008) 

1.5 Research gap 

There is no constant time interval (i.e. compositing period) used to produce the satellite VI 

composite data for monitoring of the changes in land surface phenology (LSP). Specifically, the 

compositing period may range from 1 day to 30 days (Table 1-3). For satellite-based phenology 

extraction, both extraction methods and compositing scheme of VIs affect the accuracy of 

extracted phenological metrics (Pouliot et al., 2011). The commonly used VI composite data 

products in the current literature, such as GIMMS NDVIg and MODIS EVI have succeeded in 

monitoring the seasonal and inter-annual variation in Earth’s terrestrial vegetation on large scales. 

However, they have limitation in capturing real-time variation in vegetation growth due to their 

relatively coarse time intervals (Hope et al. 2003; Narasimhan and Stow 2010; Watson et al. 2019). 

The use of daily VI is also restricted by the noise from the atmosphere and sensors and the delayed 

response of vegetation to changing weather conditions. Therefore, it is critical to determine the 

time interval of VI composite data to accurately reflect the response of vegetation to climate 

change and variability in terms of phenology variation. However, the importance of the 

compositing scheme has not been sufficiently studied, as only a few studies (seen in Table 1-5) 

have particularly concerned the impact of the compositing period on phenophases identification.  
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Table 1-5. Studies concerning the compositing period for phenology retrieval 

Study 

area/biome 

Input data for 

phenology 

retrieval 

Data for validation Criteria for 

evaluation 

Major conclusion Reference 

A deciduous 

broadleaf 

forest in 

Wisconsin, 

USA 

2002 

Multiple 

MODIS 

products 

In-situ fIPAR and 

plant area index 

measurements 

Absolute 

error 

Daily 250m MOD09 

provides the best 

agreement with in-situ 

measurements 

Ahl et al. 

(2006) 

Over 2000 

random points 

in Kansas, 

USA 

2001 

16 day 250m 

MOD13 

None Mean and 

standard 

deviation 

Putting maximum 

NDVI on the actual 

date is better than on 

the assumed middle 

date within a composite 

period 

Thayn and 

Price 

(2008) 

Multiple land 

cover types in 

the northern 

United States 

2004 

daily MODIS 

EVI product 

2004 

16-day MODIS 

NBAR product 

Absolute 

error 

6~16 day EVI will 

provide the result with 

high precision 

Zhang et 

al. (2009) 

Canadian 

broadleaf 

forest 

1985~2007 

daily 1km 

AVHRR l1b 

products from 

CCRS 

In-situ leaf 

unfolding from 

Plant Watch 

Mean 

absolute 

errors; 

absolute 

deviations 

NDVI with 

compositing period 

Less than 28 days are 

preferable for trend 

analysis 

Kross et al. 

(2011) 

Mixed 

deciduous 

forests in 

Eastern Canada 

2003~2006 

daily AVHRR 

& MERIS 

products from 

CCRS 

In-situ leaf-out and 

first bloom 

measurements 

from Plant Watch 

Mean 

absolute 

errors 

7~11 days produced the 

best results for leaf out 

Pouliot et 

al. (2011) 

Australian 

temperate 

grasslands  

MODIS and 

Landsat 16-day 

NDVI 

PhenoCam GCC  16-day satellite NDVI 

cannot capture rapid 

changes in GCC 

Watson et 

al. (2019) 

Given these studies, there is room for improvement of satellite-based grassland phenology 

detection. First, compared to other terrestrial biomes such as deciduous forests, there are few 

studies concerning the effect of compositing period of satellite VIs on the estimated phenology in 

grassland biomes. Second, the validation of satellite-based grassland phenology is restricted in 

both spatial and temporal domains. When using in-situ measurement as the validation datasets, it 

is challenging to interpret the uncertainties of satellite-based grassland phenology across different 

grassland biomes due to uncertainty related to the different observers and measurement protocols. 

Therefore, the effect of compositing period on phenology retrievals is not thoroughly understood. 

Recently, several studies have used the near-surface remote sensing measurement of canopy 

greenness (e.g.  PhenoCam Green Chromatic Coordinate (GCC)) to validate the satellite retrieval 

of land surface phenology (e.g., Hufkens et al. 2012a; Moon et al. 2019; Richardson et al. 2018b). 

For regions with limited in-situ grassland phenology observations, such as the Canadian prairies, 
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the continuous, high-frequency dynamics of greenness measured from near -surface remote 

sensing data is crucial for the validation of phenological metrics estimated from satellite data.  

1.6 Research hypotheses and objectives  

The hypothesis of this research is that the grassland phenology response to climate change 

and variability can be accurately estimated from satellite VIs resampled at the optimal temporal 

resolution. Accordingly, the overall objective of this research is to determine the optimal temporal 

resolution of satellite VIs to estimate the phenological metrics of grasslands that are affected by 

climate change and variability. Specifically, the first objective is to characterize the prairie 

grassland phenology response to climate change and variability. The second objective is to assess 

the uncertainty of satellite-based prairie grassland phenology related to the changes in the temporal 

resolutions of input satellite VIs. The third objective to investigate the effect of the temporal 

resolution of satellite data on the detected grassland phenology response to climate variability.  

1.7 Thesis structure 

This thesis is organized in manuscript format, and it consists of six chapters (Figure 1-1). 

Chapter 1 introduces the importance and rationale of this research. Chapter 2 fulfills Objective 1 

and serves as the basis for later analysis. Chapter 2 investigates the long-term trend of GIMMS 

NDVI-based grassland phenological metrics and, more importantly, suggests that preseason 

climate factors (i.e. drought and precipitation) have significant effects on the shifts in the Canadian 

prairie grasslands. Chapter 3 and 4, aiming at Objective 2, evaluate the impact of different temporal 

resolutions of satellite VIs on the prairie grassland phenology. The phenological metrics estimated 

from MODIS VIs resampled at a wide range of time intervals were compared to the corresponding 

phenological metrics extracted from daily near-surface PhenoCam GCC. Chapter 5 fulfills the 

final objective of this research, characterizing the grassland phenology response to climate 

variability using MODIS composite EVI2 and validating it with near-surface phenology data 

measured from daily PhenoCam GCC. Chapter 6, as the last section of the thesis, summarizes the 

major conclusions of this research, discusses the contributions and limitations, and proposes future 

work that may improve the present research.  
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Figure 1-1. Flow chart and structure of this thesis 
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CHAPTER 2 : GRASSLAND PHENOLOGY RESPONSE TO DROUGHT IN 

THE CANADIAN PRAIRIES 

2.1 Preface 

Chapter 2 investigates the long-term trend of GIMMS NDVI-based grassland phenological 

metrics and concludes that preseason climate factors (i.e. drought and precipitation) have 

significant impacts on the phenological shifts in the Canadian prairie grasslands. This work was 

published in Remote Sensing. 

Cui, T., Martz, L. and Guo, X., (2017). Grassland Phenology Response to Drought in the 

Canadian Prairies. Remote Sensing, 9(12): 1258. 

This research was designed by my supervisors (Dr. Xulin Guo and Dr. Lawrence Martz) and 

myself. Dr. Xulin Guo contributed to the data processing and analysis. I processed the data, 

conceived and wrote the manuscript. Because Remote Sensing is an MDPI open access journal, 

the authors retain the copyright.    

2.2 Abstract 

Moisture significantly controls plant growth in arid and semi-arid regions such as the 

Canadian Prairie. Quantifying drought-induced changes in satellite-based phenological metrics are 

critical to understanding the impact of climate on grassland dynamics at large scales and 

reinforcing the importance of accurate detection of grassland phenology using satellite data. This 

study estimated the long-term trends of NDVI-based phenological metrics (i.e. the start of growing 

season (SOG) and end of growing season (EOG)) and explored the correlation between grassland 

phenological metrics and drought conditions presented by Standardized Precipitation 

Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) and precipitation at different time scales in the Canadian prairie 

grasslands. The results show that: (1) dominant drought over preceding months account for 14–

33% and 26–44% of the year-to-year variability of SOG and EOG, respectively, and fewer water 

deficits would favor an earlier SOG and delayed EOG. (2) Every millimeter (mm) increase in 
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precipitation accumulated over the dominant drought periods would cause SOG to occur 0.06–

0.21 days earlier, and EOG to occur 0.23–0.45 days later.  

2.3 Introduction 

Grasslands are known to be vulnerable to climate extremes such as drought caused by water 

deficit related to precipitation deficiency (McKee et al. 1993). Previous studies have shown that 

drought substantially influences the functions of grassland ecosystems, including gross 

productivity (e.g., Bloor et al. 2010; Boot et al. 2013; Craine et al. 2013; Manea et al. 2016), carbon 

and nitrogen cycling (de Vries et al. 2016; Sanaullah et al. 2014; White et al. 2004), and the 

composition and spatial distribution of grassland plants (Thorpe 2011). Phenology changes 

effectively reflect the vegetation response to climate change and variability (Richardson et al. 2013; 

White et al. 1997), and significantly controls the vegetation productivity (Myneni et al. 1997; 

Richardson et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2016). However, the drought impact on the changes in grassland 

phenological metrics is not fully understood. Our current knowledge of drought-induced changes 

in grassland phenology is mostly obtained through site-level experiments or observations on 

specific species. For example, Wolf et al. (2013) found that in Switzerland, the full flowering of 

dandelion and cocksfoot grass was advanced by 11 days when the spring drought occurred. The 

grassland phenology response to drought on landscape scales has not been investigated as often.  

The prairie ecozone (PE) conserves most of the remaining native prairie in Canada. The 

prairie grasslands are mostly covered with a mix of mid-height and short grasses, as well as a 

smaller amount of tall grasses (Riley et al. 2007), dominated by cool-season (C3) grasses (Wheat 

Grass (Agropyron spp.) and Spear Grass (Stipa spp.)) and warm-season (C4) grasses (Blue Grama 

Grass (Bouteloua gracilis))(Shorthouse 2010). The mean annual temperature and accumulated 

precipitation of the prairie ecozone vary from 1.5 °C to 3.5 °C and from 250 mm to 700 mm, 

respectively, and there has been a significant increase in the region-wide average of daily mean 

temperature and annual precipitation over the prairie ecozone since 1901(Figure A1). As 

influenced by low precipitation and high evapotranspiration, drought events have been 

documented in the PE at a variety of time scales and experienced a trend of increasing frequency 

in recent years (Bonsal and Regier 2007; Chipanshi et al. 2006). Grasslands are a critical 
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component of the prairie ecozone by preserving various wildlife and providing abundant forage 

for livestock (Thorpe et al. 2008). Drought has been reported to significantly drive the change of 

productivity and the species composition of the prairie grasslands (Adams 2004; Haddad et al. 

2002; Köchy and Wilson 2004). There are few ground phenological observations of grass species 

in the prairie ecozone (Beaubien and Hamann 2011). Remote sensing, including satellite imagery 

and near-surface digital photography, are the main resources for monitoring of the land surface 

phenology changes in the prairie grasslands. For instance, Li and Guo (2012) found a trend of 

earlier SOG and delayed EOG in mixed prairie species in Grasslands National Park from 1985 to 

2006. Exploring grassland phenology response to past drought events would help with better 

grasslands management to maintain the functions of prairie grasslands under future climate 

scenarios.  

In this chapter, we investigate the relationship between satellite-based grassland phenology 

and drought and precipitation events in the Canadian prairie grasslands. Specifically, we first tested 

whether drought was a significant climate factor for the shifts in grassland phenological metrics, 

and then quantified the effect of precipitation on the drought-induced changes in the grassland 

phenological metrics.  

2.4 Data and methods 

2.4.1 Canadian Prairie Grasslands 

The 8-km MODIS global land cover datasets, produced by the Global Land Cover Facility 

(GLCF: http://glcf.umd.edu/data/lc/) using standard MODIS land cover type products over the 

2001-2012 period, were used to identify grasslands in the prairie ecozone. Considering the 

temporal change of land cover types, only the pixels classified as grassland from 2001 through 

2012 were retained.  As a result, there is a total of 1350 grassland pixels in the prairie ecozone 

(about 86400 km2). Grasslands span the southwestern part of the Canadian prairie provinces: 

Alberta (AB), Saskatchewan (SK) and Manitoba (MB), and across five ecoregions: Mixed 

Grassland, Moist Mixed Grassland, Cypress Upland, Fescue Grassland, and Aspen Parkland 

(Figure 2-1). Most of the prairie grasslands (83%) are in the Mixed Grassland ecoregion, which 

typically contain species of short grasses (e.g. Blue Grama (Bouteloua gracilis) and Northern 
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Wheatgrass (Agropyron dasystachyum)) and mid grasses (e.g. Western Wheatgrass (Pascopyrum 

smithii), Needle-and-Thread Grass (Hesperostipa comata) and June Grass (Koeleria macrantha)). 

Moist Mixed Grassland, which contains 8.9 % of the grasslands in the prairie ecozone, is usually 

composed of Western Porcupine Grass (Stipa curtiseta), Northern and Western Wheatgrass 

(Agropyron dasystachyum; Pascopyrum smithii) and Green Needlegrass (Nassella viridula). The 

remaining grasslands are distributed in Aspen Parkland (0.2%), Fescue Grassland (2.3%), and 

Cypress Upland (5.6%), of which Rough Fescue (Festuca scabrella) is the dominant species (Riley 

et al. 2007; Shorthouse 2010). 

 

Figure 2-1. Grasslands in the prairie ecozone. AB, SK, and MB are the abbreviations for Alberta, 

Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, respectively. 

2.4.2 Grassland Phenology Extraction 

The phenological metrics of grasslands in the prairie ecozone from 1982 to 2014 were 

extracted from the third-generation Global Inventory Modelling and Mapping Studies normalized 
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difference vegetation index (GIMMS NDVI3g) (https://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/pub/gimms/). 

GIMMS NDVI3g datasets were compiled from NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) data, at a 15-day and 8-km resolution. This dataset has improved the 

calibration of the original GIMMS NDVI dataset using Satellite Pour L' Observation de la Terre 

(SPOT) Vegetation and Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view-Sensor (SeaWiFS) data (Zhu et al. 2013). 

GIMMS NDVI3g is becoming increasingly popular for use in investigating the long-term change 

of vegetation growth and productivity around the world (Eastman et al. 2013; Ibrahim et al. 2015; 

Marshall et al. 2016; Zeng et al. 2013; Zhu et al. 2013). The NDVI time series were processed in 

TIMESAT software (Jönsson and Eklundh 2004). First, we extracted NDVI and quality flags of 

NDVI for grassland pixels in MATLAB. Second, the annual NDVI trajectory was fit to a double 

logistic function. The double logistic function is widely used in the extraction of satellite-based 

vegetation phenology (Fisher and Mustard 2007; Julien and Sobrino 2009). Given the different 

NDVI qualities, we adopted the use of quality data in (Jönsson and Eklundh 2004), setting the 

weights of high-quality (quality flag = 0), medium-quality (quality flag = 1), and low-quality 

(quality flag = 2) NDVI values to 1, 0.5, and 0.1, respectively. Since the GIMMS NDVI3g datasets 

do not provide the precise acquisition dates, we used the middle date of each 15-day period as the 

acquisition date of each NDVI value. Third, the SOG and EOG were determined as the 20% of the 

seasonal amplitude measured from the left and right minimum values of the annual NDVI fit, 

respectively(Cong et al. 2012; White et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2016).  

We summarized the temporal evolution of grassland phenology by ecoregion, because each 

ecoregion is relatively homogeneous in climate and biological diversity as a part of the entire 

prairie ecozone (Riley et al. 2007), while Aspen parkland was excluded because of its extremely 

low proportion of grasslands. For each phenological metric and each year, we examined the region-

wide distribution of per-pixel onset date. Then, we employed the interquartile range rule (i.e. the 

onset dates greater than the 75th percentile plus 1.5 times interquartile or smaller than 25th 

percentile minus 1.5 times interquartile are marked as outliers) (Wang et al. 2016) to detect the 

outliers of onset dates. The pixels that were not marked throughout 1982-2014 were retained. We 

then computed the mean and standard deviation of the dates of these pixels to show the region-

wide average and variability of grassland phenology.  

https://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/pub/gimms/
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2.4.3 Drought and Precipitation for Grasslands in the Prairie Ecozone 

The 0.5° gridded dataset of Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI), 

computed based on the cumulative climatic water balance (i.e. the difference between precipitation 

(P) and potential evapotranspiration (PET)) (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010), was extracted from 

Global SPEI database v2.4 (http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/128892). This was used to 

characterize the drought events at multiple time scales (TS) in the prairie ecozone, from 1982 to 

2014. Being a standardized index, the SPEI is comparable across space and time with a mean value 

of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. SPEI at the time scale of i months (i = 1, 2, 3, …., 48) represents 

the cumulative water balance over the preceding i months with respect to the long-term mean. A 

positive SPEI indicates wet conditions, while a negative SPEI represents dry conditions. Compared 

to the common drought indices calculated at a fixed time scale, such as the Palmer Drought 

Severity Index (PDSI) (Palmer 1965) and the self-calibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (SC-

PDSI) (Wells et al. 2004), SPEI has the advantage that it is capable of identifying drought events 

at different time scales (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010). Relative to the Standardized Precipitation 

Index (SPI), a widely used multiscalar drought index based on the changes of precipitation (McKee 

et al. 1993), SPEI is more suited for monitoring drought events under global warming because it 

considers the impacts of both precipitation and temperature on climatic water balance by including 

PET (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010). To understand how drought conditions change in relation to 

the precipitation over time, we downloaded the high-resolution gridded datasets of monthly 

precipitation from the Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS v. 3.24 

(https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/) over our study period. SPEI and P datasets were 

interpolated to 8-km for the 1982 - 2014 period to match the GIMMS NDVI 3g, and then averaged 

for grasslands in each ecoregion. 

2.4.4 Statistics 

We assessed the sensitivities of grassland phenology to drought conditions by applying 

Pearson correlation analysis to the time series of region-wide average phenological metrics and 

monthly SPEI. We confined the periods of drought events that may affect the onset of SOG or 

EOG to the preceding 12 months. For instance, if the typical SOG (i.e. the mean of the region-

http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/128892
https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/
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wide average SOG during 1982-2014) is 110 in the day of the year (DOY) unit, then the time series 

of SPEI for all subperiods (in months) between May and April will be included. The long-term 

trends in the original time series were removed to avoid the spurious correlation caused by the 

trend components (Anderson et al. 2012). Given our long study period (33 years), over which the 

trend of either SPEI or phenological metrics may be stochastic, we used the first differences of the 

original time series (i.e. a sequence of the differences between two consecutive elements of the 

original time series of SPEI or phenological metrics), rather than the residuals from the simple 

linear regression, as the detrended time series (Buermann et al. 2013; Zhou et al. 2001). For each 

ecoregion and each phenological metric, we obtained three statistical variables of the correlation 

between SPEI and phenology, which are the values of the correlation coefficient (r), adjusted r-

squared value (Adjrsq), and associated significance (p). We recorded the time scale (TS) and 

month of the year (MOY) of each significant drought event (p<0.05) and identified the dominant 

drought event (DSPEI) where the maximum correlation was found.  

Based on the MOY and TS of DSPEI, we identified the dominant cumulative period over 

which the cumulative water balance accounted for the most variability of grassland phenology and 

computed the amount of precipitation accumulated over the dominant cumulative period (DCP) 

for each ecoregion and each phenological metric. For example, if 2-month SPEI for April is the 

DSPEI, then the associated dominant cumulative period will be March-April, and the DCP will be 

the precipitation accumulated over March-April. The impacts of DCP on the grassland phenology 

response to drought were evaluated through a three-step process. First, we evaluated the effect of 

a precipitation anomaly on the drought in the prairie grasslands. The DCP values were standardized 

to show the deviations of annual DCP amounts of their mean from 1982 to 2014. We tested the 

correlation between DSPEI and standardized DCP and recorded the values of r, Adjrsq, and p. 

Second, we retrieved the drought-induced shifts in grassland phenology from the year-to-year 

variability (i.e. the time series of first-differenced SOG and EOG). This step was conducted 

through linear regression modelling, where the first-differenced SOG or EOG (response variable) 

was regressed against the first-differenced DSPEI (explanatory variable). This was done using the 

ordinary least square (OLS) method. The fitted values of the response variable were the estimate 

of drought-induced shifts in grassland phenology. Third, we assessed the relationship between 

DCP and the drought-induced shifts in grassland phenology. The time series of DCP was detrended 
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using the first differencing approach. A simple linear regression model was built upon the first-

differenced DCP (explanatory variable) and drought-induced shifts in grassland phenology 

(response variable), and the values of Adjrsq and the regression coefficient (slope of the fit line) 

were recorded for each phenological metric and ecoregion. 

2.5 Results 

2.5.1 Long-Term Means and Interannual Changes of Grassland Phenology in the Prairie Ecozone 

from 1982–2014 

We calculated the long-term means over 1982–2014 for the SOG and EOG to display the 

spatial variability of grassland phenology in the prairie ecozone (Figure 2-2). The mean SOG of 

grasslands in the prairie ecozone from 1982–2014 ranges from mid-March (76 in DOY) to early 

May (127 in DOY). Most of the grasslands all over the prairie ecozone (82%) start to grow in 

April, several small grassland patches (17%) in Mixed Grassland and Cypress Upland start to grow 

earlier in March while about 1% of grasslands with late SOG in May are dotted about Mixed 

Grassland and Moist Mixed Grassland. The mean EOG of grasslands is between 270 and 333 in 

DOY. More than half of grasslands in the prairie ecozone (57%) stop photosynthetic activity in 

November, while the growing season of the rest of grasslands ends in early October or late 

September. 
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Figure 2-2. Long-term means of the start of growing season (SOG) (a) and the end of growing season 

(EOG) (b) of grasslands in the prairie ecozone over 1982–2014 

The interannual variation in grassland phenology is displayed by the time series of region-

wide average SOG and EOG for each ecoregion (Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4). We tested whether 

the temporal evolution of these phenological metrics followed a consistent trend (i.e., advanced or 

delayed). Based on the regression coefficients, the SOG of Mixed Grassland and Cypress Upland 

occurred earlier during 1982–2014, while, in Moist Mixed Grassland and Fescue Grassland, SOG 
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was delayed. In comparison, the EOG of all four ecoregions tended to be later as time progressed. 

These trends, except for the one in the SOG of Fescue Grassland, are not significant (p > 0.05). 

 

Figure 2-3. Temporal evolutions of region-wide average SOG of the prairie grasslands. The red dots 

denote the region-wide average phenological metrics while the blue error bars are one standard deviation 

of the region-wide averages. The dashed lines are the linear trendlines of the time series of region-wide 

average phenological metrics. The equations of linear trendlines are displayed above graphs. The values 
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of p are presented to describe the statistical significance of the linear trends at the significance level of 

0.05. 

 

Figure 2-4. Temporal evolutions of region-wide average EOG of the prairie grasslands. The graphs and 

annotations are generated the same way as Figure 2-3. 

2.5.2 Correlations between Grassland Phenology and Preceding Drought Events 

The typical region-wide MOYs of the phenological metrics of grasslands are the same for all 

four ecoregions. That is, the growing season starts in April and ends in November. Based on 
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previous literature, moisture conditions of the preceding year significantly influence the vegetation 

activity over the current year in the water-limited regions (Martiny et al. 2010; Nandintsetseg et 

al. 2010; Yu et al. 2012). Hence, we confined the periods of drought conditions that possibly affect 

the SOG and EOG to May–April, and December–November, respectively. For each phenological 

metric and each ecoregion, there is a total of 78 different time series of SPEI (i.e. twelve 1-month 

SPEIs, eleven 2-month SPEIs, …, and one 12-month SPEI), representing all drought events at 1- 

to 12-month time scales over the preceding 12 months.  

The values of r between SOG and SPEI range from −0.59 to 0.4 over the prairie ecozone, 

while the significant correlations are all negative (Figure 2-5). The SOG of Moist Mixed Grassland 

is only significantly related to the two-month SPEI for April (Figure 2-5.a), which corresponds to 

the cumulative climatic water balance from March to April. The SOG of Fescue grassland is 

strongly related to climatic water balance in February (one-month SPEI for February) and the 

cumulative water balance from preceding August to April (nine-month SPEI for April), the former 

of which has a greater influence on SOG (Figure 2-5.c). In comparison, more drought conditions 

are significantly related to the SOG of Mixed Grassland. Among these SPEIs, the nine-month SPEI 

for April, which corresponds to the climatic water balance accumulated from preceding August 

through April, has the greatest impact on SOG of Mixed Grassland (Figure 2-5.b). Similarly, we 

recorded the maximum correlation for Cypress Upland between the cumulative water balance over 

the preceding June–preceding December period and the SOG among the significant correlations 

at multiple time scales (Figure 2-5.d). 
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Figure 2-5. The correlations (Adjrsq and r) between SOG and preceding drought conditions for Moist 

Mixed Grassland (a); Mixed Grassland (b); Fescue Grassland (c); and Cypress Upland (d). These graphs 

are generated based on the values of r and Adjrsq, that is, the colours and black arrows illustrate of the 

variability of the r (red: positive; blue: negative) and Adjrsq (the arrowhead points towards greater Adjrsq 
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and the length of arrow indicates the magnitude of variability) as the month of the year (MOY) (x-axis) and 

time scale (y-axis) of Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) change, respectively. The 

black dashed lines outline the regions of significant correlations (p<0.05). The greatest significant 

correlation is marked with a white triangle, which is pinpointed by the white arrow. The r of the greatest 

significant correlation is presented by the text in the white box.  

The values of r between EOG and SPEI range from −0.45 and 0.7, while the significant 

correlations are all positive (Figure 2-6). The EOG of Moist Mixed Grassland is significantly 

related to SPEI for August (TS = 1–5, and 8–12 months), September (TS = 2–5, and 9–12 months), 

October (TS = 3–5, and 11–12 months), and November (TS = 5 months), and is heavily influenced 

by the climatic water balance in August (one-month SPEI for August) (Figure 2-6.a). We obtained 

similar distributions of significant correlations for the other three ecoregions. The greatest 

influence on the EOG of Mixed Grassland and Cypress Uplands are both from the climatic water 

balance of August (Figure 2-6.b,d), while the cumulative water balance from August to September 

has the greatest impact on the EOG of Fescue Grassland (Figure 2-6.c). 
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Figure 2-6. The correlations (Adjrsq and r) between EOG and preceding drought conditions for Moist 

Mixed Grassland (a); Mixed Grassland (b); Fescue Grassland (c); and Cypress Upland (d). The graphs and 

annotations are generated the same way as Figure 2-5. 
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2.5.3 Drought-Induced Shifts in Grassland Relation to Phenology and Their Precipitation 

Given the maximum correlations between grassland phenology and preceding drought 

conditions (Table 2-1), drought is a moderate climatic factor to the temporal evolutions of the 

grassland phenology of the prairie ecozone, accounting for 14–33% and 26–44% of the year-to-

year variability of SOG and EOG, respectively, over the 1982–2014 period. 

Table 2-1. The maximum correlations between grassland phenology and preceding drought conditions. *, 

**, and *** indicate p<0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.  

 Moist Mixed Grassland Fescue Grassland Mixed Grassland Cypress Upland 

 r Adjrsq r Adjrsq r Adjrsq r Adjrsq 

SOG −0.40 * 0.14 −0.41 * 0.14 −0.59 *** 0.33 −0.50 ** 0.23 

EOG 0.57 *** 0.31 0.68 *** 0.44 0.60 *** 0.34 0.53 ** 0.26 

In general, the drought-induced year-to-year variability of SOG/EOG is consistent with the 

whole year-to-year variability of SOG/EOG, in terms of the direction of the variability (Figure 2-7 

and Figure 2-8). However, we observed several outliers in the time series. For instance, the SOG 

of Mixed Grassland in 2011 is later than that in 2010, whereas the increase of SPEI from 2010 to 

2011 favors an earlier SOG in 2011 (Figure 2-7c). This difference implies that drought may not 

always be the critical climatic factor that determines the direction of the year-to-year variability of 

grassland phenology. Some researchers have investigated the relative importance of different 

climate drivers, including temperature and precipitation, on grassland phenology. However, no 

universally accepted dominant climatic factor has been found. Zhu and Meng (2015) found that 

spring precipitation is the most dominant climatic variable for the SOG of grasslands in the Ordos, 

while Yu et al. (2012) found that growing season precipitation did not have an impact as big as 

increasing temperatures had on the SOG of grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau. Hence, it is 

reasonable to assume that the temporal evolutions of the SOG and EOG of the Canadian prairie 

grasslands are the result of the integrated impact of multiple climatic variables and the most 

dominant variable affecting the direction and magnitude of the year-to-year variability of the SOG 

and EOG from 1982 to 2014 could change annually. 
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Figure 2-7. The year-to-year variability of SOG (unfilled bars) and the drought-induced shifts in SOG (red 

lines marked with red circles) for Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); 

and Cypress Upland (d). * above the bars indicate that the signs of the drought-induced year-to-year 

variability of SOG and the whole year-to-year variability of SOG are different. * indicates p < 0.05, ** 

indicates p < 0.01, and *** indicates p < 0.001. 
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Figure 2-8. The year-to-year variability of EOG (unfilled bars) and the drought-induced shifts in EOG (red 

lines marked with red circles) for Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); 

and Cypress Upland (d). * above the bars indicate that the signs of the drought-induced year-to-year 

variability of EOG and the whole year-to-year variability of EOG are different. * indicates p < 0.05, ** 

indicates p < 0.01, and *** indicates p < 0.001. 

In a comparison of the time series of DSPEI and DCP, we highlighted the influence of 

precipitation on the drought conditions that dominate the changes of grassland phenology of the 

prairie ecozone. That is, DCP explains 58–93% and 86–93% of the variability of DSPEI for SOG 

and EOG of grasslands of the prairie ecozone, respectively (Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10). We 

further quantified the impact of precipitation on the drought-induced shifts in grassland phenology. 

Our results show that DCP is negatively related to the drought-induced shifts in SOG, and every 
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mm increase in DCP causes 0.06–0.21 days of advance in SOG (Figure 2-11). EOG, on the other 

hand, is positively related to DCP, and with every mm increase of DCP, EOG is delayed by 0.23–

0.45 days (Figure 2-12). 

 

Figure 2-9. The correlation between the dominant drought event (DSPEI) (unfilled bars) and the 

standardized precipitation accumulated over the dominant cumulative period (DCP) (blue solid lines) for 

the SOG of grasslands of Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); and 

Cypress Grassland (d). *** indicates that p < 0.001. 
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Figure 2-10. The correlation between DSPEI (unfilled bars) and standardized DCP (blue solid lines) for 

the EOG of the grasslands of Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); 

and Cypress Upland (d). *** indicates p < 0.001. 
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Figure 2-11. Influence of precipitation on the adaptive shifts in SOG to the drought of the grasslands 

of Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); and Cypress Upland (d). 

*** indicates p < 0.001. 
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Figure 2-12. Influence of precipitation on the adaptive shifts in EOG to the drought of the grasslands 

of Moist Mixed Grassland (a); Fescue Grassland (b); Mixed Grassland (c); and Cypress Upland (d). 

*** indicates p < 0.001. 
 

2.6 Discussion 

Global warming has been widely accepted as the main force for noticeable trends in 

vegetation phenology (e.g. earlier SOG or delayed EOG) in the temperate zone (Beaubien and 
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Freeland 2000; Liu et al. 2016). Given the recorded increasing temperature trend since the 1950s 

(Zhang et al. 2010), we expected to find associated trends in the temporal evolution of grassland 

phenology in the prairie ecozone. However, we ended up obtaining inconsistent interannual 

changes from the time series of phenological metrics (Figure 2-4), indicating most grassland pixels 

did not present significant trends in either SOG or EOG over our study period. This contradicts 

the results from boreal and continental biomes (Garonna et al. 2016), but consistent with the 

previous findings obtained from the grasslands in North America (Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Reed 

2006). For example, in the Mixed Grassland, which contains 83% of grasslands of the prairie 

ecozone, no consistent trend in SOG is found over 1982-2014 (Figure 2-4). However, there are 

two significant advanced subtrends (1982-1990 (r=-0.86, p=0.003), and 1991-2001 (r=-0.71, 

p=0.014)) within this period (Figure A2). Similar complex phenology variability over a long period 

was documented recently from the grassland ecosystems in The Ordos (Zhu and Meng 2015), and 

on the Tibetan Plateau (Ganjurjav et al. 2016), where the moisture conditions in relation to 

precipitation (rainfall and snowfall) played noticeable roles in governing the interannual variation 

in grassland phenology. Therefore, it is worth considering environmental factors such as water 

deficit in addition to temperature, when evaluating the climate-induced change in grassland 

phenology and predicting the future phenology of grassland ecosystems in relation to climate 

change and variability under global warming. 

SPEI is a superior index for illustrating the deviations of climatic water balance about the 

normal condition in both spatial and temporal dimensions. It explains not only the severity of water 

deficits (by the value of SPEI), but the types of usable water sources that the water deficits affect 

(by the time scale of SPEI). Soil water content is the main water source that controls grassland 

growth and productivity (Morgan et al. 2004), and its change is usually monitored using the SPEI 

calculated at short time scales (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010). Hence, it is not surprising to find that 

the SOG and EOG of grasslands are closely related to the 1- to 2-month SPEI (Figure 2-5.a, Figure 

2-5.c, and Figure 2-6.a-d). This is consistent with the finding from Mongolian steppes (Yu et al. 

2003). Based on the values of r of these correlations, we can conclude that more soil water content 

in late winter-early spring will favour an earlier SOG of grasslands in Moist Mixed Grassland and 

Fescue Grassland, and more soil water in late summer-early fall will lead to a delayed EOG of 

grasslands in all four ecoregions. On the other hand, we noted that the SOG of Mixed Grassland 
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and Cypress Upland is most influenced by SPEI at 9 and 7 months, respectively (Figure 2-5.b and 

Figure 2-5.d), which are considerably longer than those for Moist Mixed Grassland and Fescue 

Grassland. Abatzoglou et al. (2014) found that SPEI at medium time scales (6-10 months) are 

strongly correlated with the cumulative water-year streamflow. The largest contributor to the 

surface streamflow on the prairie ecozone is the melt of snowpack in March and April (Shook et 

al. 2015), so we may suspect that the spring snowpack melt is the main usable water sources for 

the SOG of Mixed Grassland and Cypress Upland. As a result, sufficient water supply from spring 

melt would lead to an advanced SOG given the negative value of r (Figure 2-5.b and Figure 2-5.d).  

The difference in the time scale of DSPEI may also be a result of different adaptabilities to 

drought disturbance in relation to the aridity of each ecoregion. Vicente-Serrano et al. (2013) 

suggest the plants at biomes with different aridity degrees have different physiological 

mechanisms to tolerate water deficits at various time scales. A recent study even pointed out that 

the semi-arid regions are more sensitive to climatic extremes than the arid and humid regions by 

studying the shifts in vegetation phenology and productivity in southeastern Australia (Ma et al. 

2015). The prairie ecozone is a semi-arid-sub humid region with a minor difference in aridity index 

(AI: the ratio of mean annual precipitation to mean annual potential evapotranspiration (Middleton 

and Thomas 1992)) among the grasslands of four ecoregions (Figure A3). The effect of the aridity 

index on the different responses of grassland phenology to drought (e.g. the different time scales 

of dominant drought and the associated r values in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6) in the prairie ecozone 

would be worth investigating in the future to better understand the impact of drought on grassland 

ecosystems under global warming.  

In general, the drought-induced year-to-year variability of SOG/EOG is consistent with the 

whole year-to-year variability of SOG/EOG, in terms of the direction of the variability (Figure 2-7 

and Figure 2-8). However, we observed several outliers along the course of the time series. For 

instance, the SOG of Mixed Grassland in 2011 is later than that in 2010, whereas the increase of 

SPEI from 2010 to 2011 favours an earlier SOG in 2011 (Figure 2-7.c). This difference implies 

that drought may not always be the critical climatic factor that determines the direction of the year-

to-year variability of grassland phenology. Some researchers have investigated the relative 

importance of different climate drivers, including temperature and precipitation, on grassland 
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phenology. However, no universally accepted dominant climatic factor has been found. Zhu and 

Meng (2015) found that spring precipitation is the most dominant climatic variable for the SOG 

of grasslands in the Ordos, while Yu et al. (2012) found that growing season precipitation did not 

have as big an impact as increasing temperatures had on the SOG of grasslands on the Tibetan 

Plateau. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the temporal evolutions of the SOG and EOG of 

the Canadian prairie grasslands are the result of the integrated impact of multiple climatic variables 

and the most dominant variable affecting the direction and magnitude of the year-to-year 

variability of the SOG and EOG from 1982 to 2014 could change annually.  

Precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are the two variables used to determine the 

anomaly of climatic water balance (Vicente-Serrano et al. 2010). Compared to potential 

evapotranspiration, which is estimated from temperature, sun hours, solar radiation, etc. 

(Thornthwaite 1948), the amount of precipitation is easy to measure and often paralleled with 

temperature when assessing the grassland phenology response to climate change and variability 

(Abbas et al. 2015; Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Sun et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2012). Some studies have 

explored the underlying mechanism of the impact of precipitation on vegetation phenology and 

state that spring rainfall may trigger an increase in nutrient levels for the start of vegetation growth 

(Dahlgren et al. 2007). Our research investigates the impact of precipitation on grassland 

phenology from a drought-related perspective, accounting for the influence of precipitation on the 

shortage of different water sources for the start and end of the growing season of prairie grasslands. 

First, we verified that the interannual variation in precipitation is a dominant contributing factor to 

the temporal pattern of drought in the prairie ecozone at various time scales, with different ending 

months (Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10). It is notably difficult to identify the meteorological cause of 

drought in this area (McGinn 2010). Second, we interpreted the impact of precipitation on drought-

induced shifts in grassland phenology by determining the directions of the correlations between 

DCP and drought-induced shifts in SOG and EOG. We also determined the rates of change of the 

drought-induced shifts related to DCP. Hence, the interaction between precipitation and other 

climatic variables related to the drought conditions should be considered when assessing the 

impact of precipitation on grassland ecosystem and may help understand how precipitation triggers 

the shifts in the SOG and EOG of grasslands. 
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2.7 Conclusions 

Our research investigates the temporal evolution of grassland phenology in relation to 

preceding droughts in the semi-arid-to-sub humid Canadian prairies from 1982 to 2014. The SOG 

and EOG of the prairie grasslands were extracted from GIMMS NDVI3g, and the results showed 

that most prairie grasslands did not demonstrate consistent changes in either SOG or EOG over 

our study period. We evaluated the impact of drought conditions (SPEI) on the interannual 

variation in SOG and EOG. Through the correlation analysis between SOG/EOG and all drought 

events over the preceding 12 months, we found that the preceding droughts are moderately 

significant factors for the interannual changes of grassland phenology, accounting for 14–33% and 

26–44% of the year-to-year variability of SOG and EOG respectively, and fewer water deficits 

would favour an earlier SOG and delayed EOG. Precipitation is a critical climatic factor in 

determining the severity of the drought. Based on the strong correlations between the DCP and 

DSPEI, we concluded that the temporal changes of DCP dominated the climatology of DSPEI and 

thus the drought-induced shifts in SOG and EOG. 

While the increasing temperature under global warming is considered the most critical 

climatic driver to alter the land surface phenology, it is interesting to retrieve inconsistent long-

term phenology response related to drought and precipitation from the semiarid-to-sub humid 

grasslands. In addition, we identified significant subtrends across the time series that do not contain 

overall significant trends and revealed the different dominant drought events for grassland 

phenology among different ecoregions (Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6). To understand the complex 

grassland phenology response to climate change, future work is needed to investigate the 

correlation between phenological metrics of prairie grasslands and climatic variables, including 

temperature, precipitation, and drought, over shorter periods (e.g., a decade) for each ecoregion. 
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CHAPTER 3 : COMPARISON OF GRASSLAND PHENOLOGY DERIVED 

FROM MODIS SATELLITE AND PHENOCAM NEAR-SURFACE 

REMOTE SENSING IN NORTH AMERICA    

 3.1 Preface 

Chapter 3 investigates the difference in phenological metrics of grasslands measured from 

daily MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC. This chapter was submitted as a manuscript to Canadian 

Journal of Remote Sensing and is currently under review. 

Cui, T., Martz, L., Lamb, E., Zhao, L., and Guo, X. (2019). Comparison of grassland phenology 

derived from MODIS satellite and PhenoCam near-surface remote sensing in North 

America. Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing (under review).  

Tengfei Cui came up with the idea, processed the data, interpreted the results, and wrote the 

manuscript. Dr. Xulin Guo refined the research design. Dr. Liang Zhao helped with data 

processing. Dr. Lawrence Martz, Dr. Eric Lamb, and Dr. Xulin Guo provided comments to 

improve the quality of the manuscript.  

3.2 Abstract 

Ground validation of satellite-based vegetation phenology has been challenging because 

ground phenology data are sparsely distributed and mostly observed from limited numbers of plant 

species at discrete phenophases. The recently developed PhenoCam network has measured 

continuous growth of vegetation canopy greenness that can be used to validate satellite-based 

vegetation phenology across a variety of plant functional types. In this study, we used PhenoCam 

green chromatic coordinate (GCC) in North America to evaluate grassland phenology derived 

from three types of MODIS vegetation indices: the normalized difference vegetation index 

(NDVI), enhanced vegetation index (EVI), and a new per-pixel GCC (GCCpp) which was 

computed to describe the average vegetation colour at the pixel level. The start of greenness 

(SOG), end of greenness (EOG), and length of greenness (LOG), and the dates for detailed 

seasonal dynamics for each site-year were compared. Our results indicate that MODIS VIs can be 
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used to predict phenological metrics and seasonal dynamics in grassland greenness measured from 

PhenoCam GCC. More importantly, we quantified the difference between SOG,  EOG, and LOG 

and seasonality estimated from satellite and near-surface remote sensing and discovered that 

GCCpp may be more suitable than NDVI and EVI at estimating dynamics in grassland greenness 

during senescence.  

3.3 Introduction 

Phenology is a key indicator of vegetation response to climate change with the climate-

induced shifts in the timing of life cycle events. These phenological metrics not only characterize 

the duration of the growing season but are significantly related to the productivity of terrestrial 

ecosystems (Richardson et al. 2010). Thus, the accurate detection of phenological metrics is crucial 

to understanding the interaction between atmosphere and biosphere.  

The onset of phenophases such as first leaf, first flower, and ripe seeds are documented in 

ground networks like Canada’s PlantWatch (Beaubien and Hamann 2011) and the USA-based 

National Phenology Network (NPN) (Denny et al. 2014) to track the seasonal and interannual 

phenological dynamics of individual plants in relation to climate change. Covariation between in 

situ phenology data and climatic variables also facilitates the site-level prediction of vegetation 

phenology from climatic variables (e.g., temperature and photoperiod) with empirical climate-

driven phenology models (e.g. Kucharik et al. 2006; Melaas et al. 2013). At broader scales, satellite 

remote sensing is a promising approach to monitor land surface phenology (LSP) metrics. Satellite 

vegetation indices (VIs) including normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Tucker 1979) 

and enhanced vegetation index (EVI) (Huete et al. 2002) have been shown to reflect the seasonal 

change in vegetation photosynthetic activity. As a result, satellite VIs have been widely used to 

retrieve LSP metrics such as the start of greenness (SOG), end of greenness (EOG), and length of 

greenness (LOG), and the investigation of the climate-LSP relationship across a variety of plant 

functional types (PFTs).  

The phenology of the North American grasslands is known to be sensitive to seasonal and 

interannual changes in climatic variables, such as drought, temperature, and precipitation (Cui et 

al. 2017; Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Reed 2006). A variety of satellite-derived datasets, including 
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AVHRR NDVI (Bradley et al. 2007; Li and Guo 2012; Reed et al. 1994) and MODIS VIs (Dye et 

al. 2016; Xin et al. 2015), have been used to detect LSP changes in North American grasslands in 

response to climate change. However, validation of the accuracy of satellite LSP metrics remains 

uncertain. In-situ grassland phenology measurements in North America are spatially and 

temporally sparse and are made by different observers affecting the consistency and precision 

among data sets. This is compounded by spatial heterogeneity that affects comparison among 

satellite-based and in-situ phenology. Finally, the biophysical meaning of a satellite-based LSP 

metrics may differ from that of the corresponding phenophase recorded on the ground. Recently, 

near-surface digital repeat photography has been used to measure rapid changes in plant canopy 

greenness within the camera field of view (FOV) across a variety of land cover types (e.g. Hufkens 

et al. 2012a; Keenan et al. 2014; Richardson et al. 2018a). Compared to satellite remote sensing, 

the near-surface digital repeat photography provides closer and more straightforward records of 

the dynamics of land surface phenology, which can potentially bridge the gap between satellite-

based LSP metrics and ground phenology measurements (Browning et al. 2017) and validate the 

satellite-based LSP metrics (Moon et al. 2019; Richardson et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2018). Also, 

these high temporal frequency observations of phenological dynamics allow comparison to 

continuous observations from satellite remote sensing. In this study, we retrieved and compared 

the satellite-based and near-surface phenology of the grasslands of North America to address the 

following questions: 

 (1) What is the agreement between the SOG, EOG, and LOG of grasslands derived from 

satellite and near-surface remote sensing?  

(2) Can satellite data be used to predict the temporal dynamics in grassland greenness 

measured from near-surface remote sensing? 

We acquired the PhenoCam measurements and MODIS land surface reflectance for the 

retrieval of the near-surface and satellite remote sensing-based grassland phenology, respectively. 

The further comparison and interpretation were carried out at the MODIS pixel centered over the 

PhenoCam grassland sites across North America.  
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3.4 Data and methods 

3.4.1 PhenoCam site selection 

We accessed the PhenoCam Dataset v1.0 (Richardson et al. 2017) to assemble near-surface 

grassland phenological measurements. PhenoCam network captures the digital imagery of the 

foreground canopy delineated by the user-defined regions of interest (ROIs) inside the FOVs of 

the tower-mounted cameras installed following the standardized instruction at the PhenoCam 

project webpage (https://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/pdf/PhenoCam_Install_Instructions.pdf). These 

cameras typically upload canopy imagery to the PhenoCam server every 30 minutes from 4 am to 

10 pm local time (Klosterman et al. 2014).  The PhenoCam Dataset v1.0 consists of canopy 

greenness and phenology data measured for specific vegetation types within the camera FOVs 

across a variety of land covers, biomes, and climate zones around the world (Richardson et al. 

2017). As described in Richardson et al. (2018a), the near-surface phenology data are derived from 

green chromatic coordinate (GCC) (Gillespie et al. 1987) calculated as: 

GCC =
𝐺

𝑅 + 𝐺 + 𝐵
 (3.1) 

where 𝑅, 𝐺, and 𝐵 are the red, green, and blue colour information for each defined ROI extracted 

from the automatically acquired images. Among PhenoCam sites, we found four suitable grassland 

sites in the North American grasslands (Table 3-1) that were selected based on the primary 

vegetation type, dominant species observed in the ROIs and the corresponding MODIS 

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover types (Friedl et al. 2010). For 

each site, we extracted the daily GCC time series for the further retrieval of near-surface grassland 

phenology. The daily GCC data contain the 90th percentile of all daytime GCC values for each 

day in which the impact of the varying weather, scene illumination and atmospheric conditions 

were minimized (Sonnentag et al. 2012). The residual noises in the daily GCC time series such as 

snow were visually identified by volunteers with snow flags attached to GCC values while the 

outliers in the time series were detected and smoothed by an iterative spline-based fitting process 

(Richardson et al. 2018a).  

https://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/pdf/PhenoCam_Install_Instructions.pdf
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Table 3-1. Characteristics of the selected PhenoCam grassland sites as described in PhenoCam Dataset v1.0 

Site name 
Latitude 

(°N) 

Longitude 

(°W) 

Elevation 

(m) 
Duration 

IGBP land 

cover 

Primary 

vegetation 

type 

Dominant species 

Kendall 31.74 109.94 1529 
2012–

2015 
Grassland Grassland Eragrostis lehmanniana 

Konza 39.08 96.56 443 
2013–

2015 
Grassland Grassland 

Andropogon gerardii, 

Sorghastrum nutans,etc. 

Butte 45.95 112.48 1682 
2009–

2015 
Grassland Grassland 

Agropyron cristatum, Poa 

pratensis, Phalaris 

arundinaceae. etc. 

Lethbridge 49.71 112.94 950 
2012–

2015 
Grassland Grassland 

Elymus lanceolatus , 

Pascopyrum smithii , etc. 

3.4.2 MODIS land surface reflectance and vegetation indices 

For this study, we used the MODIS MCD43A4 Version 6 Nadir Bidirectional reflectance 

distribution function Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR) data (Schaaf and Wang 2015)  to generate the 

daily MODIS VI from 2001 to 2017 for the pixels in which the PhenoCam grassland sites are 

located. The NBAR data represent the nadir-view land surface reflectance corrected for 

atmospheric and view angle effects. Specifically, a semi-empirical Ross-Thick/Li-Sparse-

Reciprocal (RTLSR) kernel-driven bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) model 

was fitted to all available cloud-free, atmospherically-corrected MODIS observations over the 16-

day moving window along the time series to invert the BRDF to each land surface pixel, which 

was then used to compute the NBAR data at local solar noon of the day of interest (the ninth day 

of the 16-day retrieval period) (Schaaf et al. 2002; Wanner et al. 1997). Compared to the 8-day 

MCD43A4 Version 5 NBAR data, the recently updated 500-m gridded NBAR data are produced 

daily, containing more detail of temporal variation in land surface dynamics. We computed NDVI, 

EVI, and the per-pixel green chromatic coordinate (GCCpp) from the daily MODIS NBAR data 

as: 

NDVI =
𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑
 (3.2) 

EVI = G
𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝐶1𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝐶2𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝐿
 (3.3) 

GCCpp =
𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛

𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (3.4) 
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where 𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, and 𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 represent the MODIS NBAR in the near-infrared, red, green, 

and blue bands, respectively. The coefficients to calculate EVI are G = 2.5, 𝐶1= 6, 𝐶2 = 7.5, and 𝐿 

= 1 were obtained from Huete et al. (2002). NDVI and EVI were included due to their common 

use in the retrieval of grassland LSP metrics across North America. We added GCCpp as the third 

type of MODIS VIs to directly compare grassland phenology derived from satellite remote sensing 

and near-surface measurements by adopting the approach described in Hufkens et al. (2012b).  

3.4.3 Retrieving grassland phenology from MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC 

We used a four-step process to retrieve the grassland phenological metrics from MODIS VIs 

by integrating approaches described in Ganguly et al. (2010) and Zhang (2015). First, we 

reconstructed a high-quality daily VI time series for each type of MODIS VIs and each site-year 

using the original daily MODIS NBAR VIs together with quality flags acquired from mandatory 

quality assurance (QA) bit indices in the MCD43A4 product and the per-pixel snow status from 

MODIS MOD09GA Version 6 Terra Surface Reflectance Daily L2G Global (Vermote and Wolfe 

2015). All snow-contaminated values were replaced by the background VI (i.e., the minimum 

clean, high-quality VI in the annual cycle) while the remaining low-quality and missing values 

were replaced through linear interpolation using the nearest high-quality values along the time 

series. Second, we smoothed the high-quality daily VI with a local median filter (Zhang et al. 

2006) and Savitzky-Golay filter (Chen et al. 2004) to remove the residual irregular changes of VI 

values in the annual cycle. Third, we identified both the sustained growth and senescence periods 

in the annual cycle using the moving window method (Zhang et al. 2003) and fit each period to 

the piecewise logistic models (Elmore et al. 2012; Zhang 2015) as: 

VI(𝑡) =
𝑎 − 𝑏

1 + 𝑒𝑐(𝑑−𝑡)
+ 𝑏 (3.5) 

VI(𝑡) =
𝑎 − 𝑏 − 𝑐𝑡

1 + 𝑒𝑐(𝑑−𝑡)
+ 𝑏 (3.6) 

where 𝑡 is the time in day of year (DOY), VI(𝑡) is the daily VI value at the day of 𝑡, 𝑎 represents 

the maximum VI of the growth or senescence period, 𝑏 is the background VI, 𝑑 and 𝑐 represent 

the infection point and the slope of the VI trajectory, respectively, and 𝑒 corresponds to a possible 
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constrained greenness development during summer due to water deficit or other environmental 

forces (Elmore et al. 2012; Zhang 2015). Values for 𝑐 , 𝑑 , and  𝑒  were estimated using the 

Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm (Julien and Sobrino 2009; Marquardt 1963; Zhang et al. 2004) to 

simulate the seasonal profile of VI for the growth and senescence period separately. Subsequently, 

we compared the fits from the two logistic models following the instructions in Zhang (2015) to 

select the model that more accurately captures the temporal variation in the daily VI during 

summer.  Finally, we estimated the per-pixel SOG and EOG in DOY using the rate of curvature 

change-based method described in Zhang et al. (2003) that has been widely used for the detection 

of satellite-based LSP metrics. We also calculated the length of the growing season (LOG) 

referring to the number of days from SOG through EOG to quantify the duration of grassland life 

cycles for each type of VIs and each site-year (Figure 3-1).  
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Figure 3-1. The retrieval of SOG, EOG, and LOG from the fits of daily time series of GCC (a), GCCpp (b), 

NDVI(c), and EVI(d) at the Lethbridge Grassland Ecosystem site in 2014.  

The PhenoCam GCC-based phenological metrics were derived from the smoothed daily GCC 

time series following the same procedures. In addition to the phenological metrics quantifying the 

start, end, and length of the growing season of grasslands, we also identified the DOY at which 

each seasonal profile reached a given threshold (5 – 95 % of the seasonal amplitude at 5% 

intervals). These seasonal dynamic metrics were used to characterize the seasonal development of 

grassland growth estimated from different types of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC.    
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3.4.4 Comparing satellite and near-surface grassland phenology  

To investigate the difference in grassland phenological metrics (SOG, EOG, and LOG) 

derived from different data sources, we first calculated the mean and standard deviation (STD) of 

each phenological metric for each site. The mean values indicate the multi-year average while the 

STD values represent the magnitude of interannual variability. We further assessed agreement 

between grassland phenological metrics derived from each type of MODIS VIs and those derived 

from PhenoCam GCC. Using all estimates, we computed the index of agreement (IOA) (Willmott 

1981) and root mean squared error (RMSE) to determine overall agreement. IOA is commonly 

used to compare modeled and observed values (Peng et al. 2017; Zhang 2015). It not only reflects 

the magnitude of the squared difference between each pair of modeled and observed values like 

RMSE, but also considers the mean and variance of observed values and the difference between 

the modeled values and the mean of the observed values. IOA ranges from 0 to 1 where 1 is perfect 

agreement and 0 is complete disagreement (Willmott 1981; Zhang 2015). The significance of the 

agreement was further evaluated using a Pearson correlation coefficient (r) and its associated p-

value. In addition, we used mean error (ME) to quantify the magnitude and direction of the 

discrepancies between phenological metrics derived from PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs. Its 

significance was assessed with one-sided t-test at a significance level of 0.05.  

IOA = 1 −
∑ (𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝐺𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (|𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝐺
̅̅ ̅| + |𝑃𝐺𝑖 − 𝑃𝐺

̅̅ ̅|)2𝑛
𝑖=1

 
(3.7) 

RMSE = √
∑ (𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝐺𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 (3.8) 

ME =
∑ (𝑃𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝐺𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 

(3.9) 

where 𝑃𝑀𝑖 and 𝑃𝐺𝑖 refer to the phenological metrics derived from each type of MODIS VIs and 

PhenoCam GCC for site-year 𝑖, and 𝑃𝐺
̅̅ ̅ represents the mean of phenological metrics derived from 

PhenoCam GCC.  

Our final step was to evaluate the correspondence between the detailed seasonal dynamics of 

grassland growth estimated from PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs for each grassland site. To do 
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this, we first conducted a visual comparison of the seasonal progression of different data sources 

at each site. Then we correlated the time series of PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs to test whether 

MODIS VIs can reflect the temporal change of PhenoCam GCC. The temporal shift in greenness 

was illustrated by a daily time series, and both types of daily time series’ were normalized to a 0 

– 1 range to account for the magnitude of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC. The associated 

statistical measures are the coefficients of determination (r2) and slope values for the linear 

relationship between the normalized daily time series of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC. Finally, 

we measured the time lags (L) between seasonal PhenoCam GCC metrics and those from MODIS 

VIs. We averaged the DOYs for 5 – 95% seasonal amplitudes from each type of data across all 

years; the mean time lag (ML) for each seasonal amplitude was indicated by the sign and 

magnitude of the difference between the average DOYs for green-up and senescence periods, 

respectively.  

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Phenological metrics estimated from MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC 

We reported the mean and standard deviation of grassland phenological metrics for each site 

and each type of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC (Table 3-2). We found high spatial variability 

of the SOG, EOG, and LOG from PhenoCam GCC that did not follow a north to south progression 

(Table 3-1). SOG by DOY is the earliest at Konza and latest at Kendall (Table 3-2) while EOG is 

the earliest at Butte and latest at Kendall (Table 3-2).  LOG is shortest at Kendall and longest at 

Konza (Table 3-2). These trends are also observed for phenological metrics derived from MODIS 

VIs (GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI) while the magnitude of spatial variability derived from different 

types of MODIS VIs differs. Compared to the average of SOG derived from PhenoCam GCC, 

MODIS-based SOGs are earlier in Kendall and Konza yet later in Butte and Lethbridge. As for 

EOG, MODIS-based EOG is later than the EOG derived from PhenoCam GCC across all four 

grassland sites.  
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Table 3-2. The mean and standard deviations (STD) in day of year (DOY) for the phenological metrics 

derived from MODIS VIs (GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI) and PhenoCam GCC (GCC) for each PhenoCam 

grassland sites.  

Site Phenological 

Metric 

Mean STD 

GCC GCCpp NDVI EVI GCC GCCpp NDVI EVI 

Kendall SOG 185 192 187 187 14 13 12 13 

EOG 303 317 339 336 17 23 16 10 

LOG 119 122 151 151 20 23 12 5 

Konza SOG 108 115 114 119 7 14 15 12 

EOG 286 299 328 316 4 7 4 4 

LOG 179 184 213 197 8 9 12 9 

Butte SOG 139 125 127 128 4 7 8 10 

EOG 274 289 328 317 12 16 13 12 

LOG 135 165 201 189 14 15 16 16 

Lethbridge SOG 126 118 124 123 5 14 10 12 

EOG 280 284 308 297 11 20 21 14 

LOG 154 167 184 174 14 31 26 22 

In general, a significant correlation (p<0.05) is found between the grassland phenological 

metrics derived from PhenoCam GCC and those obtained from MODIS VIs (Figure 3-2~Figure 

3-4, Table 3-3). Among the different types of MODIS VIs, GCCpp agrees best with PhenoCam (r 

= 0.94, 0.73, and 0.7) and IOA (r = 0.96, 0.78, and 0.77) with the smallest RMSE (Table 3-3) 

across all types of phenological metrics (SOG, EOG, and LOG), followed by EVI and NDVI. The 

correlation among phenological metrics is higher for SOG (r = 0.92, 0.93, and 0.92) and IOA (r = 

0.95, 0.96, and 0.96) and smaller RMSE (Table 3-3) than EOG and LOG across all types of 

MODIS VIs (GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI). Based on ME values (Table 3-3), PhenoCam GCC-based 

SOG is not significantly different from SOG derived from MODIS VIs while the EOG derived 

from PhenoCam GCC are significantly earlier than those derived from MODIS VIs. As a result, 

the PhenoCam GCC-based LOG is significantly shorter than those derived from MODIS NDVI 

and EVI. Overall, GCCpp is more highly related to GCC than NDVI and EVI for all types of 

grassland phenological metrics.  

We also found correlations among the grassland phenological metrics derived from different 

types of MODIS VIs that are generally higher than those between the grassland phenological 

metrics derived from PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs. The correlation for SOG is strong, given 

that r is greater than 0.98 and RMSE smaller than 7 days, and there is no significant difference 

between the SOG derived from different types of MODIS VIs. Regarding EOG and LOG, the 
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correlation is still significant (p<0.05) whereas the magnitude of agreement between different 

types of MODIS VIs is smaller than those for SOG based on the greater RMSE and smaller r. 

Also, the average EOG derived from GCCpp is significantly earlier than those derived from NDVI 

and EVI, which leads to a considerably shorter average LOG for GCCpp. Among all comparisons, 

those between phenological metrics derived from NDVI and EVI stand out. First, the correlation 

between NDVI and EVI for all grassland phenological metrics are the strongest (r=0.99, 0.88, and 

0.97 for SOG, EOG, and LOG, respectively; p<0.01). Second, the magnitude of the difference 

between phenological metrics is the smallest (RMSE=4, 12, and 13 days for SOG, EOG, and LOG, 

respectively). Finally, NDVI and EVI predict approximately identical SOG across all site-years 

while the average EOG derived from NDVI is 9 days later than that derived from EVI, causing a 

10-day longer average NDVI-based LOG.  

 
Figure 3-2. Correlation between the start of greenness (SOG in DOY) derived from data sources indicated 

on the axis labels. IOA and r are the index of agreement and the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

the SOG derived from different data sources, respectively. SOGGCC, SOGGCCpp, SOGNDVI, and SOGEVI are 

SOG derived from PhenoCam GCC, MODIS GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI, respectively.  
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Figure 3-3. Correlation between the end of greenness (EOG in DOY) derived from data sources indicated 

in the axis labels. IOA and r are the index of agreement and the Pearson correlation coefficient between the 

EOG derived from different data sources, respectively. EOGGCC, EOGGCCpp, EOGNDVI, and EOGEVI are EOG 

derived from PhenoCam GCC, MODIS GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI, respectively.  
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Figure 3-4. Correlation between the length of greenness (LOG in DOY) derived from data sources indicated 

in axis labels. IOA and r represent the index of agreement and the Pearson correlation coefficient between 

the LOG derived from different data sources, respectively. LOGGCC, LOGGCCpp, LOGNDVI, and LOGEVI are 

LOG derived from PhenoCam GCC, MODIS GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI, respectively. 

Table 3-3.The root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean error (ME) in days for each phenological metric 

derived from PhenoCam GCC (GCC) and MODIS VIs (GCCpp, NDVI, and EVI) across all site-years. * 

indicates a significant difference between the phenological metrics derived from PhenoCam GCC and 

associated MODIS VIs via a one-sided t-test at a significance level of 0.05. 
 

Phenological 

metric 

GCC-

GCCpp 

GCC-

NDVI 

GCC-

EVI 

GCCpp-

NDVI 

GCCpp-

EVI 

NDVI-

EVI 

RMSE SOG 13 11 11 6 7 4 

EOG 17 44 36 32 25 12 

LOG 26 50 41 32 25 13 

ME SOG 5 4 3 -1 -2 -1 

EOG -11* -41* -33* -30* -22* 9* 

LOG -16* -45* -36* -31* -21* 10* 
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3.5.2 Seasonal dynamics of grassland growth and senescence estimated from MODIS VIs and 

PhenoCam GCC 

The time series of PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs (Figure 3-5) are roughly correlated for 

at each of the four grassland sites. Sites show notable seasonality in both PhenoCam GCC and 

MODIS VIs; that is, the annual curve exhibits a steep rise from low inactive values in mid-spring 

to early summer through late summer towards a yearly peak and then slowly falls to winter 

dormancy. Interannual variation in the annual cycle of PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs are 

roughly synchronized. We also found some distinct phenomena along the time series from all data 

sources, such as a sudden depression following the summer peak in 2013 and 2014 and the dual 

peaks in 2012 and 2015 at Kendall (Figure 3-5 a). As well as correspondence of these events, we 

also noticed a considerable disparity between PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs. First, the change 

of PhenoCam GCC appears more rapid than MODIS NDVI and EVI during both green-up and 

senescence, which leads to a narrower seasonal trajectory and corresponding to shorter LOGs. 

Second, the magnitude and range of greenness appear differently in PhenoCam GCC and MODIS 

GCCpp across time and space. Specifically, PhenoCam GCC is generally greater than MODIS 

GCCpp at Kendall and Butte yet smaller than MODIS GCCpp at Konza and Lethbridge. As well, 

the annual trajectories of PhenoCam GCC and MODIS GCCpp are closer to each other during 

green-up than at senescence (PhenoCam GCC and MODIS GCCpp for each grassland site are 

shown in the same scale in Figure 3-5).  
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Figure 3-5. Sample time series of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC for Kendall (a), Konza (b), Butte (c), 

and Lethbridge (d). Only high-quality, clean values are shown.  

The correspondence between PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs can be further described 

using various r2 and ML values (Figure 3-6). For all four grassland sites, there is a significant high 

linear relationship (slope ~ 0.69–0.94, p<0.001) between daily PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs; 
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47~88% the variation in daily PhenoCam GCC can be explained by MODIS VIs. Among the three 

types of MODIS VIs, GCCpp has the strongest relationship with PhenoCam GCC than EVI and 

NDVI for all grassland sites (Figure 3-6). However, the spatial variability of correlation between 

daily PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs is consistent across all three types of MODIS VIs; that is, 

Lethbridge has the greatest correlation, followed by Konza, Kendall, and Butte.  

We also measured the variability in time lags between PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs in 

greenup and senescence periods. At Kendall MODIS VIs during green-up start with slower 

increase than Kendall GCC, but then all catch up and exceed Kendal GCC (Figure 3-6 a-c). GCC 

reaches its annual peak (95% greenup amplitude) about 10 days later than MODIS VIs, yet declines 

faster and reaches earlier than NDVI, GCC, and EVI for each of the seasonal metrics below 95%, 

90%, and 80% of senescence amplitude separately (Figure 3-6 a-c).  

NDVI and EVI at Konza follow the greenup of GCC with a relatively constant lag (2 days 

for NDVI; 8 days for EVI) from 5 through 95% of greenup amplitude. These time-lags are longer 

at the start of the senescence period because of the lower GCC than NDVI and EVI peaks and the 

faster decline of NDVI and EVI until 35 and 25% of the senescence amplitude are reached. GCCpp 

and GCC are almost indistinguishable at Konza throughout the greenup period with a time lag 

shorter than 1 day during the 35~50% greenup amplitude period. The GCCpp time lags during 

senescence show a similar trend to that of NDVI, yet the time lag magnitudes are much smaller 

(Figure 3-6 d-f). As well, all types of MODIS VIs at Butte show faster growth than GCC during 

green-up by a constant 10 days. In contrast, we obtained an increasing delay of NDVI and EVI 

that exceeded 50 days at 5% of senescence amplitude, while the delay of GCCpp seems to be 

saturated at 15 days at 30% of senescence amplitude (Figure 3-6 g-i). Finally, we discovered 

several distinguishing characteristics of time lags at Lethbridge (Figure 3-6 j-l). First, all types of 

MODIS VIs tend to grow faster than GCC over the green-up period. GCCpp starts growing about 

11 days earlier than GCC, but this becomes consistently smaller from 5 through 95% greenup 

amplitude at which point GCC and GCCpp simultaneously reach their annual peak. However, we 

did not observe a trend in the time lags of NDVI and EVI that both fall in the range from 0 to 3 

days during green-up. Over the senescence period, GCCpp declines slightly faster than GCC but 

falls behind GCC after 70% of senescence amplitude is reached. A similar progression appears 
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with EVI except for a later turning point at the 30% of senescence amplitude. The NDVI at 

Lethbridge declines more slowly than GCC throughout the senescence period with a time lag 

consistently increasing till reaching its saturation around 25% of senescence amplitude.  

 
Figure 3-6. Coefficients of determination (r2) between mean annual time series of PhenoCam GCC and 

MODIS VIs and the mean difference in days between the day of year (DOY) at which a given proportional 

seasonal amplitude of PhenoCam GCC and MODIS VIs are reached for green-up (MLG) and senescence 

(MLS) periods at all four grassland sites. *** indicates p<0.001. Note that the r2 and ML for Kendall are 

calculated for the 2013–2015 period.  
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3.6 Discussion 

We evaluated MODIS-based phenological metrics (i.e., SOG, EOG, and LOG) and 

seasonality of North American grasslands using GCC computed from near-surface photography 

from PhenoCam Dataset v1.0. Compared to previous studies that evaluated satellite detection of 

grassland phenology (Browning et al. 2017; Richardson et al. 2018b), our study used a new method 

and provides several important findings.  

First, our analysis confirmed that MODIS VIs, including NDVI, EVI, and GCCpp, can 

accurately capture the start of PhenoCam grassland greenness while the satellite-based EOGs are 

more biased. This is consistent with previous comparisons of satellite- and PhenoCam GCC-based 

grassland phenology (Moon et al. 2019; Richardson et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2018). In contrast to 

Richardson et al. (2017), we did not use transition dates for “greenness rising” and “greenness 

falling” from PhenoCam Dataset v1.0 that were identified using empirical thresholds (e.g., 10% 

of seasonal amplitudes) as the validation data of MODIS-based phenological metrics. The reason 

for this is that empirical thresholds are relatively arbitrary and ambiguous in defining vegetation 

growing seasons from PhenoCam imagery compared to the rate of curvature change method 

(Zhang et al. 2003) used in our study and many others (e.g. Keenan et al. 2014; Klosterman et al. 

2014; Zhang et al. 2018). As well, we fit the logistic model that smooths MODIS VIs to the green-

up and senescence periods of each annual GCC cycle. By applying the same retrieval approach to 

both MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC, we minimized the potential bias related to different 

detection algorithms that have been found in previous studies (e.g. Cong et al. 2012; White et al. 

2014; Wu et al. 2017). 

Second, we discovered that a better relationship can be obtained between satellite and near-

surface grassland phenology, especially for the end of grassland greenness, when using MODIS 

GCCpp. As implied in Zhang et al. (2018), the reason why grassland phenological metrics is more 

biased during senescence than during green-up is that NDVI and EVI are more closely related to 

the dynamics of vegetation productivity than the change in leaf colour during senescence. Toomey 

et al. (2015) also reported that SOG and EOG based on PhenoCam GCC are later and earlier than 

the start and end of photosynthetic activities of grasslands, respectively. This corresponds to biases 
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for the NDVI- and EVI-based grassland phenological metrics relative to PhenoCam GCC-based 

grassland phenology in our study (Table 3-3). By using the GCCpp that describes vegetation colour 

change at the pixel level, we succeeded in shortening the gap between the grassland phenology 

estimated from satellite data (i.e., NDVI and EVI) and near-surface photography. However, A 

study of deciduous forest phenology found that MODIS NBAR GCC time series would cause 

greater uncertainty in retrieved phenological metrics due to its lower quality compared to  EVI and 

NDVI (Klosterman et al. 2014). Therefore, GCCpp should be used with caution and strict quality 

control procedure in phenology research.    

Third, we found a close relationship between the temporal variation in MODIS VIs and 

PhenoCam GCC time series and quantified time lags between the seasonal dynamic metrics 

retrieved from MODIS VIs and PhenoCam curve fitting. In most previous studies, validation of 

satellite-based grassland phenology is centered on several discrete phenological metrics, such as 

SOG and EOG (Richardson et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2018). Indeed, these phenological metrics 

effectively reflect vegetation response to climate change while other seasonal metrics also play an 

important role in interpreting seasonal vegetation dynamics. For example, the time-integrated sums 

of NDVI/EVI during the growing season are usually used to estimate interannual variation in 

vegetation net primary production (Ma et al. 2015; Reed et al. 1994). Besides,  GCC integrated 

during the first 60 days following SOG can explain more than 90% of the change in the cumulative 

grassland gross primary production during the same period (Toomey et al. 2015). Compared to 

previous studies, our work completed a comprehensive comparison between satellite and near-

surface remote sensing estimates of grassland phenology throughout the whole growing season by 

taking advantage of continuous greenness measurements by PhenoCam GCC that are not available 

from the ground phenology networks. Unfortunately, we were not able to evaluate the significance 

of the relationship between the MODIS- and PhenoCam-based dates for each seasonal dynamic 

metric (including SOG, EOG, and LOG) because of the short duration of PhenoCam measurements 

at these sites. However, this problem could be addressed as more PhenoCam measures become 

available. One additional merit of computing the date for each seasonal dynamic metric is to verify 

thresholds for the detection of SOG and EOG. Thresholds such as 20 and 50% of seasonal 

amplitude have been used to determine the start and end of the satellite-based vegetation growing 

season (e.g. Fisher et al. 2007; White et al. 2009; White et al. 1997). In comparing the PhenoCam 
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GCC-based SOG and EOG, we may find a threshold that is more suitable to quantify the duration 

of vegetation growing seasons.  

The relationship between satellite remote sensing and near-surface phenology measures can 

be affected by factors other than different sensitivities to leaf colour change. We found lower r2 

indicating greater differences between daily MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC in Butte than at the 

other three sites. One possible reason for this is the highly heterogeneous landscape of the 500-m 

MODIS pixel in which Butte resides, as shown in Figure 3-7. The MODIS pixel covers a mixture 

of introduced grasses including crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum), Kentucky bluegrass 

(Poa pratensis) and Reed canary grassland (Phalaris arundinaceae), shrubs such as Rubber 

rabbitbrush (Ericameria nauseousa) and non-vegetated land surface (e.g. built-up and roads), 

although it is classified as grassland (Richardson et al. 2017). In contrast, the PhenoCam ROI falls 

in the grassland between the tower and the creek in the east (indicated by the willows) (M. Apple, 

personal communication, July 23, 2019). This may also explain the relatively higher biases of 

MODIS-based SOG, EOG, and LOG (Table 3-1), and seasonal metrics (Figure 3-6) at Butte. Using 

high spatial resolution satellite data such as multispectral images acquired by Landsat 8 or 

Sentinel-2, aerial photos, and Google Earth imagery may help overcome the different spatial scales 

between satellite pixels and PhenoCam ROIs. A possible trade-off is that detailed temporal 

variation in satellite VIs will be missed and inconsistent ROI would also affect the use of 

PhenoCam GCC for the validation of satellite-based grassland phenology. We observed a 

departure between the PhenoCam GCC and MODIS GCCpp time series at Kendall in 2012. But 

in other years these time series were much more similar (Figure 3-5a). This corresponds to a new 

PhenoCam GCC ROI being chosen in 2013 (Richardson et al. 2017). The r2 between daily 

PhenoCam GCC and MODIS GCCpp (Figure 3-6a) would fall from 0.88 to 0.59 if the year of 

2012 is included. There may be several ROIs within the camera field of view in each PhenoCam 

site, therefore the uncertainty related to shifts in ROI should be considered when using PhenoCam 

data to validate satellite remote sensing products, particularly in less homogeneous landscapes. In 

addition, the spatial variability of PhenoCam camera view geometry (e.g. camera orientation and 

the height of camera above the ground) and the difference between the view angles of satellite 

sensors and PhenoCam cameras may cause more uncertainties for the comparison between 
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satellite- and PhenoCam-based phenology across multiple sites (Keenan et al. 2014; Migliavacca 

et al. 2011; Snyder et al. 2019) 

 

Figure 3-7. 500-m MODIS pixel grids (black lines) over a high-resolution image provided by Google Earth 

Pro (image acquisition date: August 18th, 2013). Blues lines outline the grid in which the tower-based 

PhenoCam camera at Butte is located. Yellow lines indicate the approximation of the camera field of view 

over the grassland between the tower (yellow pin) and the creek in the east. 

By investigating the relationship between grassland phenology derived from MODIS VIs and 

PhenoCam GCC, our study reinforced the role of satellite remote sensing in grassland phenology 

detection while highlighting differences between the dynamics of grassland greenness measured 

from satellites and near-surface digital photography. We found several aspects that can improve 

our understanding of satellite monitoring of land surface phenology. Spatial aggregation of 

PhenoCam observations based on the land covers within the scale of MODIS pixels (Liu et al. 

2017b) may be a potential approach that can solve the mismatch between the landscapes captured 

by PhenoCam cameras and satellite sensors. Moreover, the daily time series of MODIS VIs used 

in the study provides detailed temporal dynamics, yet it contains a considerable amount of noisy 

observations and irregular variation that is not related to vegetation seasonality. This has caused 

difficulty in smoothing and fitting process and may have been a limiting factor for finding a 

relationship between MODIS- and PhenoCam-based grassland phenology and seasonality. Using 

VI composites of a lower temporal resolution (e.g., 8-day, 10-day, and 16-day) can help remove 

those low-quality observations (Holben 1986; Huete et al. 2002). However, this comes at a cost of 
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detailed temporal variation in VI which may be crucial for retrieval of phenological and seasonal 

dynamic metrics (Alexandridis et al. 2008; Kross et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2009). So far there is no 

clear understanding of the sensitivity of satellite-based phenology and seasonality to the amount 

of good-quality observations across an annual cycle for grasslands because of limited ground 

validation data. With the available PhenoCam GCC measures, it is feasible to explore the impact 

of different composites and contribute to the identification of the optimal temporal resolution for 

different satellite VIs (e.g., NDVI, EVI, and GCCpp) to detect phenological and seasonal grassland 

dynamics. This raises the possibility of a study to detect and compare the cross-scale, climate-

induced change in grassland greenness from near-surface photography to satellite data. This may 

require a longer time-series of PhenoCam measurements in the future as the trend in interannual 

variation in phenology is a key indicator of the impact on grasslands and other PFTs of climate 

(Beaubien and Freeland 2000; Menzel 2003).           

3.7 Conclusions   

In this study, we evaluated satellite-based grassland phenology using near-surface phenology 

measurements and demonstrated the close relationship between SOG, EOG, and LOG and more 

detailed seasonal dynamics derived from MODIS VIs (NDVI, EVI, and GCCpp) and PhenoCam 

GCC for grasslands of North America. Across PhenoCam grassland sites, we found that MODIS-

based SOG is slightly earlier (ME= 3~5 days) than PhenoCam GCC-based SOG, while MODIS-

based EOG is significantly later than EOG derived from PhenoCam GCC by more than 31 days. 

This causes a substantially longer LOG (ME= 31~45 days) measured from MODIS VIs than 

PhenoCam GCC. We retrieved SOG with similar uncertainty from three different types of MODIS 

VIs yet discovered GCCpp is more suitable for estimating the changes in grassland greenness 

during senescence, followed by EVI and NDVI. The overall accuracy of MODIS GCCpp-based 

phenology is higher for SOG (RMSE=13 days) than EOG (RMSE=17 days). Similarly, GCCpp 

explains more daily variation in PhenoCam GCC (r2= 0.67~0.88) than NDVI and EVI and the time 

lags for seasonal dynamic metrics between GCCpp and PhenoCam GCC is generally shorter 

during senescence. Finally, our results suggest the new MODIS GCCpp may be a better choice to 

monitor the dynamics of near-surface grassland greenness than the commonly used NDVI and 

EVI.  
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CHAPTER 4 : INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF THE TEMPORAL 

RESOLUTION OF MODIS DATA ON MEASURED PHENOLOGY IN THE 

PRAIRIE GRASSLANDS 

4.1 Preface 

Chapter 4 assesses the uncertainty of satellite-based prairie grassland phenology related to 

the changes in the temporal resolutions of satellite VIs. This chapter was submitted as a manuscript 

to GIScience & Remote Sensing and is currently under review.  

Cui, T., Martz, L., Zhao, L., and Guo, X. (2019). Investigating the impact of the temporal 

resolution of MODIS data on measured phenology in the prairie grasslands. GIScience & 

Remote Sensing (under review). 

Tengfei Cui designed the research, processed the data, interpreted the results, and wrote the 

manuscript. Dr. Liang Zhao helped with data processing. Dr. Xulin Guo and Dr. Lawrence Martz 

provided comments to improve the quality of the manuscript. 

4.2 Abstract 

Satellite remote sensing vegetation indices (VIs) calculated at varying time intervals have 

been used to detect the climate-induced phenological changes in North American grasslands. 

However, the influence of the temporal resolution of satellite VIs on the retrieved grassland 

phenology remains unclear. In this study, we investigated the impact of temporal resolution of 

satellite VIs on the detection of grassland phenology by evaluating how the temporal resolution of 

satellite VIs influence the quality of the retrieved grassland phenology and testing how multi-day 

satellite VIs would affect the accuracy of retrieved grassland phenological metrics. We studied a 

grassland region surrounding the Lethbridge PhenoCam grassland site in the Prairie Ecozone. 

Daily, 500m MODIS Nadir Bidirectional reflectance distribution function Adjusted Reflectance 

(NBAR) data from 2001 to 2017 were used to compute the daily reference time series of NDVI, 

EVI2, and per-pixel green chromatic coordinate (GCCpp). We used the maximum value composite 

(MVC) to simulate daily and 2-32 day VIs from the daily reference VIs with the MODIS daily 

snow and cloud status flags. The near-surface remote sensing grassland greenness measured from 
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daily PhenoCam GCC between 2012 and 2017 was used as the validation dataset for satellite-

based phenology accuracy. Both the daily reference and simulated multi-day time series were fitted 

with the double logistic model, and the onsets of phenological transitions were retrieved from the 

modeled daily time series. We found there was no significant difference in means nor interannual 

variation in the phenological metrics derived from daily reference and multi-day VIs resampled at 

a time step less than 18 days. Moreover, we discovered a significant decline in the ability of multi-

day VIs to predict detailed temporal dynamics of daily reference VIs. Besides, there was variation 

in trends for the onset of phenological transitions as the temporal resolution changed from 1 to 32 

days. We also discovered a small and insignificant difference in the mean bias error (MBE) and 

the mean absolute error (MAE) of grassland phenological metrics derived from daily, 8- , 10- , 14- 

and 16-day MODIS VIs. This suggested that the MODIS VIs resampled at time step less than 18 

days are favorable for the detection of grassland phenological transitions and detailed seasonal 

dynamics in the Prairie Ecozone. 

4.3 Introduction 

Vegetation phenology is an indicator of climate-induced shifts in the timing of life cycle 

events at various spatial and temporal scales. The in situ onsets of phenophases such as first leaf, 

first flower, and ripe seeds are tracked by networks like Canada’s PlantWatch (Beaubien and 

Hamann 2011) and the USA NPN phenology network (Denny et al. 2014), documenting 

interannual variation in phenology of individual plants associated with climate change. At broader 

scales, remote sensing is a promising approach for the monitoring of land surface phenology (LSP) 

metrics. In particular, satellite vegetation indices (VI) such as normalized difference vegetation 

index (NDVI) (Tucker 1979), enhanced vegetation index (EVI) (Huete et al. 2002), and two-band 

EVI (EVI2) (Jiang et al. 2008) are widely used because they correlate well with seasonal change 

in vegetation photosynthetic activity. Satellite VIs are thus a common choice for the retrieval of 

the LSP metrics and studies of climate-LSP relationships  

Accurate LSP detection is crucial to the investigation of climate-LSP relationships. Although 

satellite data provide continuous observations (i.e., a time series) of vegetation dynamics across 

various spatial scales, raw observations are often contaminated by noise such as cloud, shadow, 
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and atmospheric aerosols. Also, some satellite sensors, such as Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS), has a varied (mostly off-nadir) view angle across the observations 

that cause significant distortions (Huete et al. 2002). These drawbacks have lowered the quality of 

satellite data and make it difficult to directly validate satellite data with regular field measurements 

that are made with minimal noise.  

Multi-day compositing is an efficient way to minimize the noise in raw satellite data. Holben 

(1986) developed the maximum-value composite (MVC) procedure that combines the maximum 

values selected at a fixed time step to produce spatially continuous cloud-free imagery. This 

method succeeds in reducing cloud contamination and the effect of atmospheric aerosols 

(especially for data without the implementation of atmospheric correction), and has been applied 

to create a variety of satellite products, such as the biweekly U.S. Geological Survey’s Earth 

Resources Observation System (EROS) Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) 

NDVI (Eidenshink 1992) and 15-day Global Inventory Modelling and Mapping Studies (GIMMS) 

AVHRR NDVI (Pinzon and Tucker 2014). Based on MVC, Huete et al. (2002) developed the 

constrained-view angle-maximum value composite (CV-MVC) for MODIS reflectance and VI 

composite products including 8- and 16-day MODIS NDVI and EVI products. The CV-MVC 

method selects observations closer to the nadir view from the two largest NDVI/EVI over a 

composite period to limit the influence of angular variation on MODIS atmospherically corrected 

observations. Other multi-day compositing methods include the minimum visible (VIS) band value 

compositing method used for mapping forest fire events (Fraser and Li 2002) and the EODM 

compositing methods for the production of historical AVHRR baseline satellite data over Canada 

(Latifovic et al. 2005).  

 Multi-day satellite composite data are used globally to detect the change in land surface 

phenology (e.g., Reed et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2006). Yet this comes at the cost of considerable 

loss of seasonal growth details in composite satellite products. For instance, the 16-day MODIS 

VI composite contains only 23 VI values per year (approximately two per month). This low 

temporal resolution is perhaps more unfavorable when considering the quality of composite data . 

Some previous research has assessed the impact of such information loss on the detection of 

vegetation seasonality and LSP metrics. Ahl et al. (2006) concluded that the daily MODIS 
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reflectance product is better than 8-day MODIS NDVI composite compared to in situ 

measurements in a deciduous broadleaf forest in Wisconsin, USA. They suggested that the 

compositing period is a crucial factor in the difference between LSP and in situ measurement. 

Zhang et al. (2009) found that the 6–16-day MODIS EVI composite would provide precise LSP 

metrics for a variety of ecosystems, and the missing values occurring near the phenological 

transition onsets would affect the accuracy of LSP metrics. Kross et al. (2011) examined the effect 

of temporal resolution on the long-term trend of spring onset detected from AVHRR NDVI across 

Canadian broadleaf forests and concluded that temporal resolution less than 28 days would not 

cause significant changes in spring onset trend prediction. However, few studies have been 

conducted to explore how the temporal resolution of satellite data influence LSP metrics of 

grasslands. 

The phenology of the North American grasslands is known to be sensitive to seasonal and 

interannual changes in climate (Cui et al. 2017; Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Reed 2006). Satellite 

data with different temporal resolutions, including 7-, 10-, and 15-day AVHRR NDVI (Bradley et 

al. 2007; Li and Guo 2012; Reed et al. 1994), 5-, 8- and 16-day MODIS VIs (Dye et al. 2016; 

Moon et al. 2019; Xin et al. 2015), and 3-day Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) 

EVI2 (Moon et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2018) have been used to detect changes in LSP metrics on 

North American grasslands in response to climate change. However, uncertainty remains in the 

effect of temporal resolution of satellite data on the accuracy of LSP metrics. In this study, we 

estimated LSP metrics from multiple types of MODIS VIs for the Canadian prairie grasslands to 

address two questions:  

• How does the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs influence the quality of the retrieved 

grassland phenology estimates? 

• Does the use of multi-day MODIS VI composites improve or impair the accuracy of 

grassland phenological metrics derived from high-temporal-resolution MODIS VI (e.g., 

daily) time series? 

The quality of LSP metrics retrieved from remote sensing data is sensitive to the fitting model 

(Cong et al. 2012; White et al. 2014), the quality of input data and the fitness of modelled time 

series relative to the high quality observations in the input time series (Friedl et al. 2019; Zhang 
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2015; Zhang et al. 2009). Among a variety of models that are able to characterize seasonal changes 

in vegetation dynamics from remote sensing data, logistic models have been developed based on 

in situ measurement of seasonal vegetation growth. They can capture the onset of a sequence of 

seasonal transition points with explicit biological meaning across growing cycles (Zhang et al. 

2003; Zhang et al. 2018). Therefore, logistic models have been widely applied to the fitting of 

different types of VIs across grassland (and other) ecosystems (e.g., Elmore et al. 2012; Fisher et 

al. 2007; Hufkens et al. 2012a; Zhang and Goldberg 2011). Research on the logistic model fit of 

VI time series showed that quality of VI time series inputs could significantly influence the quality 

of the modeled VI time series and the retrieved LSP metrics (Cao et al. 2015; Zhang 2015). 

Nevertheless, there is yet to be a clear suggestion of the length of such windows for grassland 

phenology. Therefore, the quality of MODIS VIs should be evaluated to advance the detection of 

grassland phenology.  

Ground validation of the accuracy of satellite grassland phenology in the Prairie Ecozone is 

challenging due to the absence of in situ phenology measurements for grass species in this region. 

To remedy this, we chose near-surface remote sensing phenology data retrieved from PhenoCam 

high-frequency digital camera imagery as the validation dataset for MODIS-based grassland 

phenology. PhenoCam imagery can capture the rapid changes in the greenness of the plant canopy 

within the field of view, and therefore have been acquired across a variety of land cover types to 

depict the phenology and seasonality of canopy photosynthetic activity (Keenan et al. 2014; 

Richardson et al. 2018a; Sonnentag et al. 2012; Toomey et al. 2015), and to validate satellite-based 

retrieval of LSP metrics (Richardson et al. 2018b; Zhang et al. 2018). To avoid the errors related 

to spatially heterogeneous landscapes, we confined our study to site centered at the Lethbridge 

Grassland Ecosystem Site in Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, the only available grassland PhenoCam 

site in the Praire Ecozone.  

4.4 Data and methods 

4.4.1 PhenoCam phenology data for prairie grasslands 

Near-surface remote sensing data for prairie grassland phenology were acquired from the 

PhenoCam server (https://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/). For the PhenoCam Lethbridge site, this 

https://phenocam.sr.unh.edu/webcam/
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server records a provisional time series of the average red (R), green (G), and blue (B) colour data 

for the region of interest (Figure 4-1) that is dominated by native wheatgrasses (Elymus lanceolatus 

and Pascopyrum smithii). Data are extracted from 30-min digital photos taken between 0400 and 

2230 local time since 7 December 2011 with the corresponding green chromatic coordinate (GCC) 

(Gillespie et al. 1987) calculated from the R, G, and B colour data: 

𝐺𝐶𝐶 =
𝐺

𝑅 + 𝐺 + 𝐵
 (4.1) 

Additional products include daily and 3-day GCC time series. These store the 90th percentiles 

of all daytime GCC values for each day and 3-day window in which the impact of scene 

illumination changes on GCC was minimized (Richardson et al. 2017; Sonnentag et al. 2012). We 

used the daily GCC time series from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2017, along with snow and 

data quality flags extracted from the PhenoCam Dataset v1.0 (Richardson et al. 2017). From this 

information set, we extracted near-surface remote sensing grassland phenology data for the 

validation of the grassland LSP metrics derived from MODIS VIs. 

 
Figure 4-1. Location of the PhenoCam Lethbridge site in the Prairie Ecozone. (a) Field of view of the 

PhenoCam digital camera and the region of interest (red rectangle). (b) Land cover types of the surrounding 

area. (c) The surrounding area (marked by the 5×5 grid). Each grid square represents the footprint of a 

single 500-m MODIS pixel on the ground. The base map for the surrounding area is adapted from the 2010 

Land Cover of Canada map (Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation under the Open 
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Government License https://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada) complete with a map 

legend where only land cover types of the present spatial extent in the region of interest and surroundings 

are listed. 

4.4.2 MODIS daily VIs and multi-day composite VIs 

The daily, 500-m MODIS MCD43A4 Version 6 Nadir Bidirectional reflectance distribution 

function Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR) (Schaaf and Wang 2015) were acquired to generate daily 

and multi-day MODIS VIs that correspond to the near-surface daily GCC time series. The NBAR 

data represent the nadir-view land surface reflectance at local solar noon of each pixel as if they 

were acquired on the ground. All available cloud-free, atmospherically-corrected MODIS 

observations over the 16-day moving window along the time series were weighted to estimate the 

NBAR data on the day of interest (the ninth day of the 16-day retrieval period) using the semi-

empirical Ross-Thick/Li-Sparse-Reciprocal (RTLSR) kernel-driven bidirectional reflectance 

distribution function (BRDF) model (Schaaf et al. 2002; Wanner et al. 1997). We first downloaded 

the daily MODIS NBAR data using Global Subsets Tools (https://modis.ornl.gov/cgi-

bin/MODIS/global/subset.pl) from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive 

Center (ORNL DAAC) for a 5×5-pixel (approximately 2.5×2.5 km) area centered over the pixel 

where the PhenoCam Lethbridge site is located. We also included corresponding quality control 

(QC) and land cover data extracted from MODIS land cover maps (Friedl et al. 2010). While all 

25 pixels are classified as grassland, we further checked for landscape homogeneity using the 2010 

land cover map of Canada (https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/c688b87f-e85f-4842-b0e1-

a8f79ebf1133) that is produced from Landsat 7 satellite images by the Canada Centre for Mapping 

and Earth Observation (CCMEO). Based on the detailed land covers (Figure 4-1), pixels that were 

mostly covered with non-grass vegetation (mostly cropland) were excluded.  

The QC data were also used to filter reflectance values that were not retrieved through BRDF 

inversions (QC=255). The remaining NBAR data were then averaged on a daily basis to compute 

a time series of three types of MODIS VIs: 

NDVI =
𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑
 (4.2) 

https://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada
https://modis.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/MODIS/global/subset.pl
https://modis.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/MODIS/global/subset.pl
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/c688b87f-e85f-4842-b0e1-a8f79ebf1133)
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/c688b87f-e85f-4842-b0e1-a8f79ebf1133)
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EVI2 = G
𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝐶𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝐿
 (4.3) 

GCCpp =
𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛

𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑 + 𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (4.4) 

where 𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, and 𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 represent the MODIS NBAR in the near-infrared, red, green, 

and blue bands, respectively. The coefficients to calculate EVI2 are: G = 2.5, 𝐶 = 2.4, and 𝐿 = 1 

and were taken from Jiang et al. (2008). NDVI and EVI2 were included due to their common use 

in the retrieval of LSP metrics (e.g., Cong et al. 2012; Moon et al. 2019; White et al. 2009; Zhang 

et al. 2018).  Per-pixel GCC (GCCpp), was calculated to illustrate changes in pixel-level greenness 

as a MODIS VI for direct comparison to PhenoCam GCC.  

MODIS NBAR data were aggregated daily for each 16-day moving window to remove factors 

adversely affecting the quality of satellite observations, especially clouds. Therefore the VIs 

calculated from NBAR data are the reference for the daily vegetation dynamics (VIref). To simulate 

the actual changes in the remotely sensed land surface reflectance, we gathered daily cloud and 

snow records for the centre MODIS pixel from MODIS MOD09GA Version 6 Terra Surface 

Reflectance Daily L2G Global (Vermote and Wolfe 2015). From these data, we were able to 

generate daily VIs with explicit snow and cloud status attached to each value in the time series 

(VI1). We then applied the MVC method to the VI1 time series to simulate multi-day MODIS VIs 

resampled at 2-day time steps from 2 to 32 days (VI2, VI4, VI6, VI8,…, and VI32). For each time 

window (2~32 days) across the VI1 time series, we picked the maximum cloud-free value or the 

maximum value (in the absence of cloud-free values in the window) as the composite VI, and 

recorded the date and status of cloud and snow of the selected value. Windows with no values 

(BRDF inversions failed for all NBAR data due to insufficient cloud-free observations), were left 

as gaps in the time series.  

4.4.3 Modeling of the MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC time series  

To estimate LSP metrics in prairie grasslands, we smoothed and modeled the time series to 

reveal the grassland growth trajectory from each type of MODIS VI, starting with the 

determination of the background VI for each year. Background VI is the bottom of the VI trajectory 
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across the growing season while the presence of snow would significantly alter the VI values and 

thus influence how background VI is identified (Huete et al. 2002; Zhang 2015). To ensure reliable 

and consistent snow detection, we considered a MODIS VI as snow-free only if all the following 

criteria were met: (1) the corresponding snow status flag indicates absence of snow; (2) the 

corresponding daily mean temperature (Tdm) is higher than 5°C; (3) the corresponding MODIS 

NABR normalized difference snow index (NDSI) is less than ‒0.2. The values of Tdm were 

calculated using the daily maximum and minimum temperature from a 1-km Daymet gridded 

weather dataset (Thornton et al. 2017). NDSI is often used to refine the snow status of MODIS 

observations (Moon et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2003), and 5°C is widely accepted as the temperature 

threshold for the vegetation photosynthetic activities out of winter periods (Liu et al. 2017a; Zhang 

2015; Zhang et al. 2012). The NABR NDSI values were calculated as: 

𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐼 =
𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 4 − 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 6

𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 4 + 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 6
 (4.5) 

where 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 4  and 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 6  are the NBAR data in MODIS bands 4 (0.545–0.565 μm) and 6 

(1.628–1.652 μm) to differentiate between snow cover and non-snow cover over MODIS pixels 

(Hall et al. 2002). Finally, we determined the background VI for a given year as the mean of the 

bottom 5th percentile of clean values (i.e., cloud- and snow-free) during the active period 

(Tdm>5°C) and the top 5th percentile of clean values over the dormant season in a three-year period 

starting with the preceding year. Gaps and cloud-contaminated values along the time series were 

filled through linear interpolation using neighboring clean VIs.  

We proceded by validating growing seasons during the time series. This step is challenging 

for grassland pixels because grasses are often mixed with forbs, shrubs, and other vegetation on 

the ground in the Prairie Ecozone (Li and Guo 2012). Different phenological development patterns 

could result in complex variation in the pixel-level measurement of greenness from satellite remote 

sensing. To accurately retrieve overall phenological changes of the study area, we adapted the 

growing season detection algorithms described in Zhang et al. (2003), Ganguly et al. (2010), and 

the User Guide to Collection 6 MODIS Land Cover Dynamics (MCD12Q2) Product 

(https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/documents/218/mcd12q2_v6_user_guide.pdf) to identify the temporal 

extent and magnitude of the VI time series that corresponded to the most significant vegetation 

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/documents/218/mcd12q2_v6_user_guide.pdf
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dynamics. We first identified the locations of all peaks (i.e., the local maximum VI) and valleys 

(i.e. the local minimum VI between two neighboring peaks) across the three-year period centered 

in that target year. We then applied a three-step screening process to all peaks in the target year 

until no more peaks could be eliminated. In step one, we found all peaks higher than background 

VI by more than 35% of the period amplitude (the difference between the maximum VI in the 

three years and the background VI). Step two was the removal of peaks that are not the highest 

within 60 days and then partitioning the whole three-year period into multiple candidate growing 

seasons with the lowest valleys between the remaining peaks. In the final step, we examined 

whether all remaining peaks appearing in the target year were higher than both of the associated 

lowest valleys by more than 35% of the period amplitude and then determined the extent of the 

valid growing season(s) according to the number of peaks that exceeded that threshold. In cases 

with more than one remaining peak, all were kept thus separating the growing seasons with the 

lowest valleys between the peaks. If there was only one true peak identified, we defined the extent 

of the growing season with the associated lowest valleys. When there was no valid peak, we 

combined all the growing seasons with peaks from the target year and used the lowest bottoms at 

the farthest lateral extents to bound the growing season. To overcome uncertainty related to 

changes in vegetation composition from year to year and simplify the analysis, we only considered 

growing seasons that contained the highest peak for annual time series where multiple growing 

seasons were detected. Seasonal dynamics over the valid growing season were retrieved by 

modeling the corresponding VI time series to the modified double logistic model (Elmore et al. 

2012): 

VI(𝑡) = 𝑉𝐼𝑏𝑔 + (𝑉𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝑓 ∗ 𝑡) (
1

1 + 𝑒𝑎∗(𝑏−𝑡)
−

1

1 + 𝑒𝑐∗(𝑑−𝑡)
) (4.6) 

where 𝑡 is the time in day of year (DOY), VI(𝑡) is the VI composite value at the day of 𝑡, 𝑉𝐼𝑏𝑔 and 

𝑉𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝  represent the background VI and amplitude of annual VI values, 𝑏 and 𝑎 represent the 

infection point and the slope of the green up period, respectively, 𝑑 and 𝑐 control the infection 

point and the slope for the senescence period respectively, 𝑓  corresponds to the possible 

depression of vegetation growth during summer related to water stress (Elmore et al. 2012). The 

values of 𝑎 , 𝑏 , 𝑐 , 𝑑 , and 𝑓  were estimated using the Levenberg–Marquardt method and the 
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modelled daily VI time series were obtained by using logistic models as a function of time at a 

daily step. The validation time series for MODIS VIs were generated from daily PhenoCam GCC 

in a similar manner.  

4.4.4 Evaluating the quality of MODIS-based grassland phenology 

Seven phenological transition points in DOY across each growing season could be extracted 

from the modeled MODIS and PhenoCam daily time series using the rate of curvature change-

based algorithm (Zhang et al. 2003). These metrics correspond to the onset of the start of spring 

(SOS), middle of spring (MOS), end of spring (EOS), start of fall (SOF), middle of fall (MOF), 

and end of greenness (EOF). In addition, we added the peak of the growing season (POG) which 

presents the DOY when the modeled curve reaches the annual maximum as the transition from 

greenup to senescence to describe the complete phenological development of greenness measured 

from MODIS VIs. Figure 4-2 shows an example of using daily VI to estimate these metrics from 

the double logistic fit, according to the curvature change-based phenology retrieval algorithm 

described in Zhang et al. (2003).  

 

Figure 4-2. Rate of curvature change (RCC)-based algorithm for the retrieval of phenological transition 

points. 

We investigated the impact of temporal resolution on the quality of the estimated grassland 

phenology by examining the overall quality of modeled daily time series and the quality of each 
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phenological metric. We first surveyed changes in the average number of clean values used for 

growing season trajectory models as the temporal resolution changed. Then we calculated two 

groups of coefficients of determination (r2) to quantify the quality of the modeled daily time series. 

The first r2 group was the relationship between the modeled and original values of all clean VIs in 

each simulated time series (r2
S) to reflect the fitness of the modeled time series at each temporal 

resolution. The second r2 group was the relationship between the modeled values of all clean daily 

VI in each modeled daily time series and the corresponding values in the VIref time series (r2
R) to 

characterize the ability of VI time series with different temporal resolutions in predicting the daily 

variation in VIref. These values were computed for each year from 2001 to 2017 with mean values 

computed to reveal the overall quality of the modeled time series.  

The quality of grassland phenological metrics was explored for the seven key phenological 

transitions based on the comparison between the MODIS-based onset of phenological metrics. 

Here we used the NDVI-based SOS (SOSndvi) as the example to briefly describe the procedures of 

the comparison. First, we computed the average (means and medians) SOSndvi from 2001 to 2017 

for each temporal resolution. With this we assessed the significance of the differences among 

average SOSs based on their normality SOS—that is, a one-tailed t-test would be used to when all 

groups of SOSndvi (one group for each temporal resolution) were normally distributed (the 

Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test was used for normality). Otherwise, the non-parametric Wilcoxon 

signed rank test would be applied to detect the significance of the difference between medians. 

Second, we determined the magnitude of the interannual variation in SOSs related to changes in 

the temporal resolution by calculating the standard deviation of each measure (SD) across all 

temporal resolutions and tested if the SDs of simulated NDVIs-based SOS were statistically equal 

to those derived from the daily reference NDVI time series using an F-test. Finally, we estimated 

the trend in the temporal resolution-induced change in SOSndvi using simple linear regression 

where the SOSndvi derived from 1- to 32-day VIs and the temporal resolutions are the dependent 

and independent parameters, respectively. The slope of the linear relationship was computed and 

compared to zero which indicates no linear trend in the changes in SOSndvi and the temporal 

resolution of NDVI.  
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4.4.5 Assessing the accuracy of MODIS-based phenology 

 We compared MODIS-based phenological metrics to corresponding onset dates derived 

from PhenoCam GCC time series to test uncertainty in temporal resolution of satellite-based 

phenology estimates. We specifically examined the daily MODIS VIs against the multi-day 

MODIS VIs resampled at 8, 10, 14, and 16 days as they were used to generate the commonly used 

satellite VI products. The magnitudes of uncertainties for each phenological metric were quantified 

using mean bias errors (MBE) and mean absolute errors (MAE), which were computed as: 

𝑀𝐵𝐸 =
∑ (𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 (4.7) 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |𝑀𝑖 − 𝑃𝑖|𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
 (4.8) 

where 𝑀𝑖  and 𝑃𝑖  are the phenological metrics derived from time series of MODIS VIs and 

PhenoCam GCC from 2012 to 2017, respectively. We then compared the MBE and MAE for 

MODIS daily VI and multi-day VI composites to measure how they changed as the temporal 

resolution of MODIS VIs became coarser. The significance of the differences were assessed with 

either a one-tailed t-test or Wilcoxon signed rank test depending on normality.  

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Quality of modeled MODIS VI time series 

We found a significant change in the number of clean values to model the trajectories of 

grassland growing seasons as the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs changed from 1- to 32-day 

intervals (Figure 4-3.a). In the daily time series, we could find more than 100 clean VI values on 

average in each growing season from 2001 to 2017. The number of clean values in the MODIS VI 

time series decreases dramatically to less than 30 as the temporal resolution reached to 32 days. 

The fraction of clean values in each growing season increases from about 37% in a daily time 

series to near 100% in the 32-day VIs. 
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Figure 4-3. The overall quality of the modeled time series of MODIS VIs: the mean number of clean values 

in the growing seasons detected by MODIS VIs with different temporal resolutions (a); r2
S show the mean 

coefficients of determination between modeled and original values of clean VIs in multi-day MODIS VIs 

(b); r2
R represents the mean coefficient of determination between modeled values of all clean daily VI in 

each modeled daily time series and the corresponding values in the daily reference time series (c). “R” are 

results obtained by using the daily reference MODIS VIs. 
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We also found that the double logistic model is reasonably effective in preserving the 

temporal variation in the input multi-day MODIS VIs, when the r2 values change between 0.95 to 

0.98 across temporal resolutions and types of MODIS VIs (Figure 4-3.b). We were able to extract 

a descending trend in r2
R and found a more rapid decline of r2

R as the temporal resolution becomes 

more coarse. For example, there is a sharp enhancement of the decline of r2
R in prior to and 

immediately after 18 days for three different types of MODIS VIs (Figure 4-3.c; Table 4-1). 

Table 4-1. The rate of change in the quality of the modeled daily MODIS VIs time series relative to 

reference daily MODIS VIs time series as the temporal resolution increases from 1 to 32 days. Significance 

in rates of change are indicated by * (P < 0.05), ** (P < 0.01), or *** (P < 0.001).  

MODIS VI 
Rate of change (slope of linear fit) 

1- to 32-day 1- to 18-day 18- to 32-day 

NDVI -0.003*** -0.0003* -0.006** 

EVI2 -0.003*** -0.0006*** -0.007** 

GCCpp -0.003*** -0.0009*** -0.007** 

4.5.2 Quality of MODIS-based grassland phenological metrics 

The comparison of phenological transition onsets shows that there is no significant difference 

between the mean MOS, POG, SOF, and MOF derived using the simulated daily and multi-day 

MODIS VIs and those estimated from the daily reference MODIS VIs (Figure 4-4.b, and d~f). In 

contrast, we found significantly later SOS from the 28- and 30-day NDVI, 24-, 28-. 30-, and 32-

day EVI2, and 18- and 22- to 32-day GCCpp (Figure 4-4.a). However, earlier EOS was observed 

from EVI2 when the temporal resolution is coarser than 24 days (Figure 4-4.c). Significant shifts 

to earlier onset were also apparent for EOF from 24- and 32-day NDVI and 32-day EVI2 (Figure 

4-4.g). But we did not detect any significant difference in the SDs, which indicates that the 

magnitude of interannual variation in grassland phenological metrics estimated from simulated 

MODIS VIs is not statistically different from those retrieved from daily reference MODIS VIs.  
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 Figure 4-4. Distribution of the mean onset of grassland phenological transitions derived from MODIS VIs 

with different temporal resolutions. All phenological transitions are normally distributed. Error bars are the 

standard deviation of each type of phenological transition.  and  above error bars locate mean onsets 
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that are significantly higher and lower (P<0.05)  than those retrieved from the daily reference VI time series, 

respectively. “R” is the daily reference MODIS VI.  

Linear regression analysis showed the different sensitivities of shifts in grassland phenology 

to the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs among phenological transitions and different types of 

MODIS VIs. We found a significantly late trend in SOS when the resampling frequency falls from 

daily to 32-day leading to SOS delayed by 8, 10, and 10 days when using NDVI, EVI2, and 

GCCpp, respectively (Figure 4-5.a). The opposite shift towards early onset was observed for EOF 

which advanced by 8, 7, and 11 days when the temporal resolution of NDVI, EVI2, and GCCpp 

changed from daily to a 32-day interval (Figure 4-5.g). Therefore, we predicted that the estimated 

duration of grassland greenness (the difference between the onset of EOF and SOS) will be 

shortened on average with  MODIS VIs at coarser temporal resolution. Earlier trends with a smaller 

rate of change were found from EOS and SOF derived from NDVI and EVI2, which caused a 

shorter spring and fall estimated by NDVI and EVI2 and an extended summer because the advance 

of SOF was less than that of EOS (Figure 4-5.c and e). Such changes in the length of summer and 

fall were even more substantial in GCCpp as the SOF tends to be later when the temporal resolution 

of GCCpp is coarser (Figure 4-5.e). Different from other phenological transitions, MOS and MOF 

were not sensitive to temporal resolution change in MODIS VIs evidenced by the absence of 

significant shifts in the onset of these two phenological transitions (Figure 4-5.b and c). 
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Figure 4-5. Linear trends in the mean onset of grassland phenological transitions (DOY) as a function of 

MODIS VI temporal resolution. SNDVI, SEVI2, and SGCCpp are the slopes of the linear fits of the phenological 
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transitions derived using MODIS NDVIs, EVI2s, and GCCpp respectively. Significant differences are 

indicated by *, **, and *** for P < 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.  

4.5.3 Accuracy of MODIS-based grassland phenology 

Compared to the onset of grassland phenological transitions measured from daily PhenoCam 

GCC, the daily NDVI-based phenological transitions were earlier during greenup phase (POG 

included) and later during senescence. MBE ranged from ‒3.5 days for EOS to 21.5 days for EOF 

(Figure 4-6). We discovered a similar pattern in the MBE of phenological transitions derived from 

daily EVI2 with relatively reduced magnitudes (except for POG). The negative MBEs of all 

GCCpp-based phenological metrics indicate a consistently earlier onset of grassland phenological 

development measured from MODIS GCCpp. When using multi-day MODIS VIs, we observed 

less MBE at various magnitudes for different phenological transitions and types of MODIS VIs 

(except for EOS), e.g. the MBE of EOF changed from 10.8 to 3.5 days using 16-day EVI2 (Figure 

4-6.g) and MBE of SOS derived from GCCpp decreased from ‒6.5 to ‒1 days when the temporal 

resolutions reached the 16-day interval (Figure 4-6.a). Besides, there were several cases that more 

evident advance or delay of phenological transitions onsets were calculated by using multi-day 

VIs, such as 14-day VIs for EOS and POG and 8-day EVI2 and 14-day GCCpp for EOF. However, 

none of these variations in MBEs were statistically significant. 
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Figure 4-6. The mean bias errors (MBE) of MODIS-based phenological metrics. 

The MAE of daily NDVI-based grassland phenological metrics were less than 10 days across 

the growing seasons except for EOF whose MAE was 21.5 days. A similar temporal pattern was 

observed from the MAE of grassland phenological metrics derived from EVI2 and GCCpp (Figure 
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4-7). Daily NDVI-based MAE of POG and SOF were less than those derived from daily EVI2 and 

GCCpp, and we found it better to use daily EVI2 and GCCpp for the remaining phenological 

transitions. Like MBE, we found variations in of MAEs in grassland phenological metrics by using 

multi-day MODIS VIs, including improvement of SOS and EOF by using 16-day GCCpp for SOS 

(Figure 4-7.a) and  14-day NDVI separately (Figure 4-7.g), and reduced accuracy of EOS 

estimated from 14-day VIs (Figure 4-7.c).  All variations in MAE of grassland phenological 

transitions onsets were statistically insignificant. 
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Figure 4-7. The mean absolute errors (MAE) of MODIS-based phenological metrics.  
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4.6 Discussion 

We explored the effect of temporal resolution of MODIS VIs on grassland phenology 

detection in the Prairie Ecozone with several new, remote sensing approaches. Our findings 

contribute to a better understanding of extant uncertainty in satellite monitoring of phenological 

changes in grassland ecosystems. 

 Multi-angle reflectance products (Alexandridis et al. 2008) or 16-day NBAR data (Zhang et 

al. 2009) have been previously used to assess the impact of temporal resolution of MODIS data on 

vegetation phenology monitoring. In this study, we used the daily MODIS NBAR data that 

provides a more accurate approximation of detailed temporal vegetation dynamics as the data 

source (Ju et al. 2010). We also simulated the impact of that often affects satellite data quality 

using actual daily cloud and snow status during the acquisition of MODIS observations. Like most 

previous studies, we chose the MVC method to select the best cloud-free composite VI, which 

proves to be effective in picking clean values (Figure 4-3.a). Moreover, the temporal resolutions 

used in this study has a relatively wide range (1–32 days) or small time step (2 days) than used in 

previous studies (Kross et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2009). Therefore, this study not only covers the 

temporal resolution of most commonly used composite VIs but also explored the capability of 

coarse-temporal resolution satellite data such as 10-day SPOT VGT, 15-day GIMMS NDVI3g, 

and 16-day Landsat surface reflectance in the measurement of grassland phenology when clouds 

contaminate the observations.  

We also modeled MODIS VIs for grassland phenology estimation with more accurate 

detection of background VI than was previously possible. The value of background VI is critical 

for accurate land surface phenology estimation (Moon et al. 2019). Although various algorithms 

were developed to find the background VI, they all rely on the accurate detection of snow along 

the time series (Ganguly et al. 2010; Moon et al. 2019; Zhang 2015; Zhang et al. 2003; Zhang et 

al. 2018). By applying an integrated screening approach, we minimized the effect of snow during 

the winter. Furthermore, we did not use the closest snow-free values as in Ganguly et al. (2010) or 

an empirical value such as 0.2 (Alexandridis et al. 2008) or 0.1 or 0.15 (Hird and McDermid 2009) 

as the background VI to fill the gaps caused by snow for two principal reasons: extreme values 
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may still exist over the winter period or around the start of spring, which may become more severe 

in a high-temporal-resolution time series (Figure 4-2), and  empirical values are often region-

specific. Instead, we chose to compute a relatively unbiased background VI that is subject to 

nothing but the statistical distribution of the VI similar to Zhang (2015).  

We evaluated the impact of temporal resolution on both phenological transitions and the 

whole growing season trajectory. It is not surprising to find that, as shown in Figure 4-3.c and 

previous research (McKellip et al. 2005; Narasimhan and Stow 2010; Wang et al. 2017), higher-

temporal-resolution VIs are favorable to reflect high-frequency (e.g., daily) or sharp vegetation 

dynamics such as phenological transitions because they contain more high-quality, clean values 

across entire growing seasons. Similar results were obtained by Kross et al. (2011) in Canadian 

broadleaf deciduous forests. We found statistically equal mean and interannual variation in 

phenological metrics derived from MODIS VIs when the temporal resolution is finer than an 18-

day time interval. These findings indicate wide ranges of favorable temporal resolution of satellite 

VIs to extract trends in phenology changes for different ecosystems. One possible reason for this 

wide range is that a high density of clean (cloud- and snow-free) observations in the daily time 

series (Figure 4-3.a) enables high-quality VIs near the phenological metric onset resulting in 

accurate timing estimates (Cao et al. 2015; Zhang 2015; Zhang et al. 2018). Another possible 

reason may be related to the use of logistic models (Equation 4.6 in the simulation of the ideal 

annual trajectories of MODIS VIs (Figure 4-2). Our results correspond to the conclusion from 

Zhang et al. (2009) and confirm that the shifts in phenological metrics identified in the logistic 

model fit of multi-day VIs are not sensitive to either the noise or limited missing values in source 

daily data. Studies also suggest logistic models, including single (Moon et al. 2019; White et al. 

2014) and double logistic models (Atkinson et al. 2012; Hird and McDermid 2009) are superior to 

other fitting methods to suppress the influence of noise and missing values and predict accurate 

phenological transitions. Therefore, we may partially ascribe a similar quality among the grassland 

phenology derived with different temporal resolutions to the use of the logistic model.  

Finally, we found different MBE and MAE of MODIS-based phenological metrics associated 

with temporal resolution (Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7). Consistent with Richardson et al. (2018b) 

and Zhang et al. (2018), grassland phenological metrics during greenup and senescence measured 
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from near-surface PhenoCam data are generally later and earlier, respectively than those estimated 

from MODIS data. This reflects different sensitivity of satellite VIs and PhenoCam colour indices 

to the seasonal dynamics of plant canopy greenness in different growing phases. In addition, the 

spatial heterogeneity of our study area may also contribute to errors in MODIS-based grassland 

phenology as suggested in Hufkens et al. (2012a) and Peng et al. (2017). Shifts in phenological 

transition onsets from daily to 16-day temporal resolution are mainly attributed to the trend in 

grassland phenology change as a function of the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs (Figure 4-5). 

Similar trends were observed by Kandasamy and Fernandes (2015) for grassland SOS and EOF 

with respect to the number of cloud-free VIs across growing seasons. MVC-based composite 

methods may also contribute to those trends as it tends to pick the value in the latter (former) half 

of the compositing period the before (after) peak of greenness (Narasimhan and Stow 2010), 

therefore the onset of SOS and EOF may move towards the peak of growing season as the 

resampling frequency shortens.  

4.7 Conclusions 

We investigated the impact of temporal resolution of MODIS VIs on the retrieved phenology 

of grassland in the Prairie Ecozone using daily and multi-day composite NDVI, EVI2, and GCCpp 

calculated from the MODIS NBAR data.  

Our results show that the quality and accuracy of grassland phenological transitions are not 

sensitive to changes in the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs when using MVC compositing 

methods and a logistic model-based fitting approach. For several coarse temporal resolutions, a 

significant difference was observed between the phenological metrics derived from MODIS multi-

day and daily reference VIs. These findings were further confirmed by the comparison between 

the MODIS-based grassland phenology and those derived from near-surface PhenoCam GCC, 

which shows there is no significant difference in the MBE and MAE of the onsets of grassland 

phenological metrics retrieved from daily, 8-day, 10-day, 14-day, and 16-day MODIS VIs. Also, 

we discovered that the ability of MODIS composite VIs to predict the detailed seasonal dynamics 

of the daily MODIS NBAR VIs would be weaker as the temporal resolution of MODIS composite 

VIs were coarser. Additionally, we revealed a variety of trends in the changes in the grassland 
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phenological transition onsets as a function of the temporal resolution of MODIS VIs. Overall, 

MODIS VIs with temporal resolution finer than 18 days are favorable to estimate individual 

phenological transitions and to retain the detailed temporal dynamics in the greenness measured 

from MODIS VIs.  

Our results also confirm that the use of logistic model-based fitting and obtaining clean 

(snow- and cloud-free), high-quality observations from the satellite may have played important 

roles in capturing accurate phenological developments in vegetation growth. These factors should 

be further verified by implementing phenology extraction from satellite data with a different fitting 

approach, such as splines (Moon et al. 2019; Richardson et al. 2018a) or polynomial functions 

(Narasimhan and Stow 2010). Besides, In regions where it is relatively hard to acquire clean 

remotely sensed observations, such as alpine or arctic grasslands, improving the certainty in the 

estimation of vegetation phenology related to the temporal resolution of satellite data will also be 

an important advance. 
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CHAPTER 5 : A COMPARISON OF SATELLITE COMPOSITE DATA 

AND NEAR-SURFACE REMOTE SENSING MEASUREMENT FOR 

DETECTING GRASSLAND PHENOLOGY RESPONSE TO CLIMATE 

VARIABILITY 

5.1 Preface 

Chapter 5 discusses the difference between satellite- and near-surface-based grassland 

phenology response to climate variability in relation to different temporal resolutions of satellite 

data. This chapter will be submitted as a manuscript soon. Tengfei Cui initiated the research, 

processed the data, interpreted the results, and wrote the manuscript. Dr. Liang Zhao helped with 

the data processing and result interpretation. Dr. Xulin Guo, Dr. Lawrence Martz, Dr. Eric Lamb, 

Dr. Yuguang Bai, and Dr. Alec Aitken provided comments to improve the quality of manuscript.  

5.2 Abstract 

Satellite remote sensing is a common approach to monitor the climate-induced changes in 

land surface phenology while the coarse temporal resolution of satellite data may affect the 

estimated onsets of phenological transitions and their response to climate variability. However, 

few studies have investigated this issue. This study explored the changes in the MODIS-based 

grassland phenology response to preseason temperature and precipitation as the temporal 

resolution of input MODIS EVI2 changes from daily to 16-day. The accuracy of estimated 

phenology response was validated using phenology data measured from near-surface PhenoCam 

GCC  (green chromatic coordinate) extracted for the mixed prairie grasslands at Lethbridge, 

Alberta from 2012-2018. The results show that: (1) 1- to 16-day MODIS EVI2 can accurately 

predict the dominant climate-induced shifts in PhenoCam-based prairie grassland SOG. The mean 

absolute error for the interannual variability of the dominant climate-induced in SOG ranges from 

3.6~7.9 days; (2) only 10-, 12-, and 14-day MODIS EVI2 can predict the dominant climate-

induced changes in the PhenoCam-based EOG. The mean absolute error for the interannual 

variability of dominant climate-induced changes in EOG are 7.9, 17.9, and 10.0 days, respectively; 

(3) Overall, 10-day MODIS EVI2 is the optimal MODIS composite data to predict the dominant 
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climate-induced changes in PhenoCam-based SOG and EOG. 

5.3 Introduction  

Grassland is the largest terrestrial biome in the world and a major part of global carbon uptake 

and food supply (O'Mara 2012). Phenological changes such as seasonal variation in canopy 

greenness and interannual shifts in the onsets of green up and senescence transitions and the 

growing season length effectively control the dynamics of vegetation productivity in a variety of 

grassland biomes, ranging from North American prairies to subalpine grasslands in the European 

Alps (Hufkens et al. 2016; Migliavacca et al. 2011; Toomey et al. 2015). Grassland phenology is 

known to be sensitive to the variability of climate variables (e.g. air and surface temperature, 

photoperiod, rainfall, snow, and drought) (Cui et al. 2017; Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Richardson 

et al. 2013; Xin et al. 2015). Hence, accurate detection of phenology is critical of the understanding 

of grassland response to climate change and variability.  

Remote sensing, including satellite observations and near-surface digital photography is a 

promising approach to detect the change in land surface phenology (LSP) in grasslands on different 

scales. Satellite vegetation indices (VIs) related to the canopy photosynthetic activities and leaf 

development, including normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI (Tucker 1979)), enhanced 

vegetation index (EVI (Huete et al. 2002)), two-band enhanced vegetation index (EVI2 (Jiang et 

al. 2008)), and leaf area index (LAI) are extensively used to explore the trends in LSP in relation 

to climate within and across different grassland ecosystems (Cui et al. 2017; Jeong et al. 2011; 

Reed 2006; Wu et al. 2016). Near-surface phenology monitoring (e.g. PhenoCam Network 

(Richardson et al. 2018a)) is complementary to satellite-based phenology detection. The near-

surface measurement of the temporally continuous change in canopy-level colours or radiometric 

responses has facilitated research on the climate impact on grassland canopy phenology (Hufkens 

et al. 2012b; Watson et al. 2019) and the interaction between grassland canopy phenology and 

photosynthesis (Collins et al. 2018; Hufkens et al. 2016; Toomey et al. 2015). Moreover, near-

surface phenology data have been widely used to validate the satellite-based phenology (Hufkens 

et al. 2012a; Klosterman et al. 2014; Richardson et al. 2018b; Shuai et al. 2013). 
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In general, a close relationship was observed between the grassland phenology measured from 

satellite and near-surface remote sensing data. For example, Richardson et al. (2018b) and Zhang 

et al. (2018) separately reported a strong agreement between the onsets of greenness rising and 

falling derived from PhenoCam Green Chromatic Coordinate (GCC) and corresponding retrievals 

from the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) phenology product 

(MCD12Q2) and VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite) across grasslands in the 

North America. When reasoning for the difference between the vegetation phenology derived from 

satellite and near-surface remote sensing, most studies have stated the spatial heterogeneity of the 

landscape within the coarse satellite pixels, the offset between geolocations of camera field of view 

(FOV) and the associated satellite pixel, poor representativeness of the plants in the region of 

interest (ROI) within the camera FOV for a broader spatial scale, or different phenology extraction 

algorithms (Moon et al. 2019; Peng et al. 2017; Richardson et al. 2018b; Robinson et al. 2017; 

Zhang et al. 2018). Few studies have considered the contribution of coarser temporal resolution of 

the satellite data (e.g. 5- and 8-day MODIS and 3-day VIIRS vegetation indices, and 16-day 

Landsat NDVI) relative to high-frequency near-surface measurement (e.g. daily and 3-day 

PhenoCam GCC) to the different grassland phenology estimated from satellite and near-surface 

remote sensing.  

Satellite sensors such as Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and MODIS 

observe the earth daily. However, the actually used products to detect land surface dynamics are 

resampled at a longer time interval (e.g. 8-, 10-, and 16-day) mainly due to cloud obstruction 

(Huete et al. 2002; Latifovic et al. 2012). Limited satellite VIs during the growing season resulted 

from the coarser temporal resolutions of satellite data may cause notable shifts in the estimated 

phenological metrics as revealed by previous studies (Ahl et al. 2006; Kross et al. 2011; Zhang et 

al. 2009). Besides, detailed seasonal dynamics in canopy greenness may not be seen in satellite 

VIs with coarse temporal resolution. For example, a recent study of Australian temperate 

grasslands by Watson et al. (2019) showed that 16-day satellite NDVI could not capture the rapid 

changes in the PhenoCam greenness. Given the influence of temporal resolution of satellite data 

on estimated grassland phenology, in this study, we hypothesized that the temporal trend of 

grassland phenology and its response to climate drivers is affected by the temporal resolution of 

input remote sensing data. To verify this hypothesis, we evaluated the relationship between two 
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key climate drivers (i.e. temperature and precipitation) for grassland and grassland phenology 

estimated from MODIS VIs resampled at different temporal resolutions in different grassland 

biomes. PhenoCam GCC was used to characterize the grassland phenology response to climate 

drivers on the near-surface level and to validate the climate-induced changes in grassland 

phenology estimated from MODIS VIs. Specifically, we addressed two questions in this study:   

1. Does the temporal resolution of input remote sensing data affect the trends of the estimated 

grassland phenological transitions? 

2. Is the impact of climate drivers on the shifts in the onsets of phenological transitions 

significantly related to the temporal resolution of input remote sensing data? 

3. Which is the optimal temporal resolution of satellite data to capture the grassland 

phenology response to climate variability? 

5.4 Data and Methods 

5.4.1 Grassland site and climate data 

To compare the grassland phenology derived from MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC, we 

exploited the PhenoCam site located at Lethbridge, Alberta (49.7092° N, 112.9403° W). The 

Lethbridge Grassland Ecosystem Site (LGES) is in a grassland landscape according to the most 

recent MODIS International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) land cover classification 

map (Friedl et al. 2010)). Finer-resolution land cover map and Google Earth imagery show that 

the LGES is surrounded by a mix of temperate grassland, cropland, and built-up land cover types 

(Figure 5-1). Within the region of interest (ROI) inside the field of view of the PhenoCam camera, 

the plants are dominated by native wheatgrasses ((Elymus lanceolatus and Pascopyrum smithii) 

(Richardson et al. 2019). 
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Figure 5-1. Location of the Lethbridge Grassland Ecosystem Site in the Prairie Ecozone. (a) Field of view 

of the PhenoCam digital camera and the region of interest (red rectangle). (b) Land cover types of the 

surrounding area. (c) The surrounding area (marked by the 5×5 grid). Each grid square represents the 

footprint of a single 500-m MODIS pixel on the ground. The base map for the surrounding area is adapted 

from the 2010 Land Cover of Canada map (Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation under the 

Open Government License https://open.canada.ca/en/open-government-licence-canada) complete with a 

map legend where only land cover types of the present spatial extent in the region of interest and 

surroundings are listed 

 The climate of LGES is semi-arid with a mean annual temperature of 5.7 °C and mean annual 

precipitation of 390 mm. Three types of climate variables: daily maximum temperature (Tmax), 

daily minimum temperature (Tmin), and precipitation (Prcp) were considered as the major climate 

drivers for the phenology changes in LGES given its climate conditions and previous research 

(e.g., Craine et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2017; Ganjurjav et al. 2016; Lesica and Kittelson 2010). The 

time series of these climate drivers from 2012 to 2018 were extracted from Daymet Version 3 daily 

surface weather data (Thornton et al. 2017).     

5.4.2 Time series of MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC 

PhenoCam-based grassland phenology was extracted from the daily PhenoCam GCC time 

series in the PhenoCam Dataset v2.0 (Richardson et al. 2019) for each site year. PhenoCam 
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cameras record the colour information of plant canopy in digital images. The PhenoCam GCC 

were computed from the average digital number (DN) in the red (DNR), green (DNG), and blue 

(DNB) layers of the images across all pixels in the ROI as follows: 

𝐺𝐶𝐶 =
𝐷𝑁𝐺

𝐷𝑁𝑅 + 𝐷𝑁𝐺 + 𝐷𝑁𝐵
 (5.1) 

 The daily GCC values in PhenoCam Dataset v2.0 represent the 90th percentile of all sub-

daily GCC values calculated in the one-day windows which effectively reduces the effect of 

varying weather, atmospheric and illumination conditions over the daily time window, and have 

been further smoothed through the iterative spline fitting process (Richardson et al. 2018a).  

The MODIS VIs corresponding to the PhenoCam grassland GCC were determined by the 

geolocation of each grassland site and calculated using the daily 500m MODIS Nadir BRDF-

Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR) product. The NBAR products contain land surface reflectance of 

each of MODIS spectral bands as they were measured from a nadir view. The view angle effects 

in the original daily land surface reflectance product (MOD09) have been removed by using all 

available cloud-free reflectance values over the 16-day windows centered on the day of interest 

(Schaaf et al. 2002). We downloaded the MODIS NBAR data using Global Subset Tools from 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Distributed Active Archive Center (ORNL DAAC) 

(https://modis.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/MODIS/global/subset.pl). We examined the quality of each daily 

MODIS NBAR value using the attached quality control (QC) flags, excluded the values that were 

not computed through BRDF inversions, and then used the remaining high-quality values to 

compute the daily time series of EVI2:  

EVI2= 2.5
𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅−𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅+2.4𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑+1
 (5.2) 

where 𝜌𝑁𝐼𝑅, 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝜌𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, and 𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 represent the MODIS NBAR in the near-infrared, red, green, 

and blue bands, respectively.  

The time series of daily MODIS VIs were resampled into composited data following the 

maximum-value composite procedure (MVC) developed by Holben (1986). The MVC was 

https://modis.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/MODIS/global/subset.pl
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initially proposed to minimize the effect of clouds, shadows, off-nadir viewing angles, aerosol and 

water vapor during the acquisition of AVHRR data by selecting the maximum cloud-free values 

over the multi-day time windows along the time series (Holben 1986). Likewise, we considered 

cloud as the major environmental forcing for the generation of multi-day MODIS NBAR VIs. The 

daily NBAR VIs in which the cloud effect has been minimized was used as the reference data 

(VIref). We retrieved the daily cloud status in the MODIS pixels from the QA flags of daily global 

MODIS Terra Surface Reflectance product (MOD09GA) (Vermote and Wolfe 2015) and 

classified all daily VIs as cloud-free and cloudy values accordingly. We also identified the VIs 

with snow cover because the presence of snow would significantly alter the values of MODIS VIs 

during the winter months (Ganguly et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2003). The snow status flags were 

further refined with the mean daily temperature using the 5°C threshold that was also used to 

distinguish the vegetation active and dormant period (Zhang and Goldberg 2011). Finally, we built 

a series of daily MODIS VIs attached with explicit cloud and snow status flags for the generation 

of cloud-free MODIS VIs composited at different time intervals.  

We selected the composite period (CP) ranging from 2 to 16 days at a one-day time step to 

cope with the various temporal resolutions of existing satellite products and to implement a general 

interpretation of the impact of the temporal resolutions of satellite data. For each time window, we 

retained the maximum cloud-free VI (or the maximum cloudy VI when there were no cloud-free 

dates throughout the time window) and recorded the corresponding date and cloud and snow status.  

5.4.3 Grassland phenology estimation 

For each MODIS annual time series, the cloudy VIs and gaps (i.e. missing VIs due to failed 

BRDF conversion) during the active period were filled by linear interpolation using neighbouring 

cloud-free VIs. The snow-covered VIs and gaps during the dormant period were replaced with the 

background VI (i.e. the mean of the 5th percentile of the clean (snow- and cloud-free) values over 

the active period and the 95th percentile of the clean values over the dormant period). We applied 

similar smoothing procedures to PhenoCam GCC to correct the values in the presence of snow 

with the background GCC.  
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We applied the modified double logistic model (Elmore et al. 2012), referred to as MDL 

hereafter, to simulate the trajectory of the MODIS and PhenoCam time series for the estimation of 

grassland phenological metrics. The MDL was built upon the single (Zhang et al. 2003) and double 

logistic models (Fisher et al. 2006), assuming the seasonal progression of VIs follows a dual 

sigmoid growth curve but also taking into account the greenness depression in response to the 

water stress during the summer (Elmore et al. 2012). A large number of studies have used MDL 

for phenology extraction from satellite and near-surface remote sensing data (e.g., Elmore et al. 

2012; Filippa et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2017). The common form of the MDL is: 

VI(𝑡) = 𝑉𝐼𝑏𝑔 + (𝑉𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝 − 𝑓 ∗ 𝑡) (
1

1 + 𝑒𝑎∗(𝑏−𝑡)
−

1

1 + 𝑒𝑐∗(𝑑−𝑡)
) (5.3) 

where 𝑡 is the time in day of year (DOY), VI(𝑡) is the modeled VI values at the day of 𝑡, 𝑉𝐼𝑏𝑔 and 

𝑉𝐼𝑎𝑚𝑝 represent the background VI and amplitude of annual VI values, the combinations of 𝑏 and 

𝑎 , and 𝑑  and 𝑐  control the infection point and the slope for the greenup and senescence, 

respectively, and 𝑓 corresponds to the summer greenness depression. These model parameters 

were estimated using the Levenberg–Marquardt method and the modelled VI time series were 

obtained by using the MDL as a function of time at the 1-day time step. Two key phenological 

metrics, namely the start of spring (SOG) and end of growing season (EOG) were estimated using 

the curvature change rate method as described in Zhang et al. (2003). 

5.4.4 Validating the temporal trends of MODIS-based grassland phenology 

We employed the onsets of grassland phenological transitions, hereafter referred to as 

phenometrics, estimated from daily PhenoCam GCC time series (Richardson et al. 2019) to 

validate the trends of MODIS-based grassland phenology. We first examined the trends in the 

MODIS- and PhenoCam-based phenometrics using simple linear regression analysis separately. 

The trends were considered significant with the slope of the linear trend line significantly different 

from 0. We then evaluated the correlation between the MODIS- and PhenoCam-based 

phenometrics with the Pearson correlation coefficients (r) calculated for each CP and phenometric: 
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𝑟(𝑀,𝑃) =
∑ (𝑀𝑖 − 𝑀𝑖

̅̅ ̅)𝑛
𝑖=1 × (𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃�̅�)

(√∑ (𝑀𝑖 − 𝑀𝑖
̅̅ ̅)2𝑛

𝑖=1 ) × (√∑ (𝑃𝑖 − 𝑃�̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1 )

 
(5.4) 

where 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖 are the estimation of a given phenometric in year 𝑖, and 𝑀𝑖
̅̅ ̅ and 𝑃�̅� are the mean 

values of 𝑀𝑖 and 𝑃𝑖, respectively. The correlation coefficient 𝑟(𝑀,𝑃) was considered as significant 

when p<0.1, given the relatively short temporal extent of PhenoCam GCC.  

5.4.5 Cross-correlation between grassland phenology and climate drivers 

We evaluated the impact of climate drivers on grassland phenology changes using cross-

correlation analysis for each CP. Specifically, we aimed to define the time scale and lag of the 

preceding weather event that had the strongest impact on the interannual shifts in the onsets of 

grassland phenometrics and the seasonal dynamics of grassland greenness estimated from remote 

sensing resampled at a given CP.   

The shifts in phenological metrics were analyzed for the sites with more than 3 years of GCC 

annual time series. The impact of preceding weather events was quantified as follows: 

𝑟(𝑙,ℎ) =
∑ (𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ − 𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )𝑛

𝑖=1 × (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̅�)

(√∑ (𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ − 𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )
2𝑛

𝑖=1 ) × (√∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦�̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1 )

 
(5.5) 

where 𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ is the mean temperature or accumulated precipitation over the 𝑙-day period ℎ days 

ahead of the onset of a given phenometric in the year 𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 is the onset of a given phenometric in 

day of year (DOY),  𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝑦�̅� are the mean 𝑥𝑖,𝑙,ℎ and 𝑦𝑖 over the 𝑛-year study period, and 𝑟(𝑙,ℎ) 

is the associated Pearson correlation coefficient. The shifts in the onsets of phenometrics are 

significantly related to long-scale preseason weather conditions (Cui et al. 2017; Lesica and 

Kittelson 2010), so we considered the temperature and precipitation within 6-month periods from 

the month when SOG or EOG occurs to 5 preceding months as the climate drivers (i.e. 𝑙 + ℎ ≤ 6 

months) and converted daily temperature (precipitation) into monthly average (totals) accordingly.    
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For each site, we calculated 𝑟(𝑙,ℎ) for all 108 (6×6×3) combinations of time scale, lag, and 

climate driver for each CP and phenometric and recorded the highest 𝑟(𝑙,ℎ) as well as the time scale 

(𝑙) and lag (ℎ) of the associated dominant climate drivers using the MODIS- and PhenoCam-based 

onsets of grassland phenometrics separately. The similarity of MODIS- and PhenoCam-based 

grassland phenology response were then assessed based on the types of dominant climate drivers, 

the time scale and lag of the most significant weather events, and the associated Pearson correlation 

coefficient (r).  

We proceeded to quantify the performance of MODIS composite EVI2 in predicting the shifts 

in PhenoCam-based grassland SOG and EOG caused by the interannual variability in the dominant 

climate drivers (DCDP), referred to as ΔSOGdcp and ΔEOGdcp hereafter, respectively. The 

ΔSOGdcp and ΔEOGdcp were calculated using the linear regression analysis which involved the 

first-differenced PhenoCam-based SOG (ΔSOGp) or EOG (ΔEOGp) (i.e. the difference between 

SOGs or EOGs in two consecutive years) as the dependent variables and the first-differenced 

associated dominant climate drivers as the independent variables. The prediction of ΔSOGdcp and 

ΔEOGdcp using MODIS composite data (ΔSOGdcm and ΔEOGdcm) were computed using the same 

algorithm except that the first-differenced MODIS-based SOG and EOG (ΔSOGm and 

ΔEOGm)were used as the dependent variables. We then computed the mean error (ME) and mean 

absolute error (MAE) between the estimations of dominant climate-induced interannual variability 

in the PhenoCam- and MODIS-based grassland phenological metrics as follows: 

ME =
∑(∆𝑆𝑂𝐺𝑑𝑐𝑚 − ∆𝑆𝑂𝐺𝑑𝑐𝑝)

𝑛 − 1
 (5.6) 

MAE =
∑|∆𝑆𝑂𝐺𝑑𝑐𝑚 − ∆𝑆𝑂𝐺𝑑𝑐𝑝|

𝑛 − 1
 (5.7) 

where 𝑛 is the length of the study period, and ME and MAE for ΔEOGdcm were calculated in the 

same manner.  
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5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Validation of temporal trends of MODIS-based grassland phenology 

The slopes of trend lines in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-2 indicate that MODIS- and PhenoCam-

based SOG and EOG tended to be earlier from 2012 to 2018. However, these trends are 

insignificant. On the other hand, we found positive and significant correlations for both SOG and 

EOG (Table 5-1). Notably, 15- and 10-day MODIS EVI2 produced the onsets of SOG and EOG 

that were most closely related to those estimated from daily PhenoCam GCC, respectively (Figure 

5-2). 

Table 5-1. Slopes of the trend lines of MODIS-based phenometrics  (i.e. the start of growing season (SOG) 

and end of growing season (EOG)) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between the onsets of 

grassland phenometrics estimated from MODIS composite EVI2 and daily PhenoCam GCC. Numbers in 

bold indicate significant correlations (p<0.1). 

Temporal resolution 

of MODIS EVI2 

(days) 

Slope of  

SOG trend line 

Slope of  

EOG trend line 

r for 

SOG 

r for 

EOG 

1 -4.2 -4.2 0.945 0.697 

2 -4.1 -4.4 0.924 0.718 

3 -4.5 -4.6 0.932 0.749 

4 -4.2 -4.6 0.914 0.759 

5 -4.1 -5.5 0.897 0.777 

6 -4.4 -5.0 0.929 0.766 

7 -4.2 -5.3 0.928 0.798 

8 -4.1 -6.1 0.928 0.796 

9 -3.9 -5.8 0.919 0.818 

10 -3.7 -6.2 0.934 0.931 

11 -4.4 -5.2 0.948 0.822 

12 -4.1 -5.4 0.903 0.895 

13 -4.1 -5.3 0.919 0.765 

14 -4.6 -4.5 0.939 0.883 

15 -3.9 -5.6 0.948 0.778 

16 -5.1 -4.6 0.925 0.778 
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Figure 5-2. The strongest correlation between the interannual variation in the start of greenness (SOG (a)) 

and end of greenness (EOG (b)) estimated from MODIS composite VIs and daily PhenoCam GCC. *** 

indicates that the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is significant with p<0.01.   

5.5.2 The impact of climate drivers on the shifts in grassland phenometrics 

We found the different relative importance of temperature and precipitation for SOG and 

EOG. The SOG of Lethbridge grasslands were mainly controlled by changes in temperature rather 

than precipitation (Figure 5-3.a), and Tmin was the most important climate driver for the shifts in 

SOG. Higher Tmin would cause earlier onset of SOG and this impact was significant (p<0.1) for 

all temporal resolutions. Tmax has a similar but relatively weak impact than Tmin. Given the 

positive correlation coefficients between precipitation and SOG, we concluded that more 

precipitation during the dominant periods tends to postpone the grassland SOG, although such a 

relationship was insignificant. In the senescence period, all three types of climate drivers 

significantly influenced the shifts in the grassland EOG. While more precipitation would lead to a 

later EOG, higher average Tmax over the dominant periods tend to advance the onset of grassland 

greenness dormancy. Tmin has a similar and less significant effect than Tmax on EOG except for 
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the positive correlation between the dominant Tmin and the EOG estimated from 12-day MODIS 

VI (Figure 5-3.b).            

 

Figure 5-3. The strongest correlation between the average daily maximum temperature (Tmax) and daily 

minimum temperature (Tmin), and accumulated precipitation (Prcp) on the SOG (a) and EOG (b) of 

grasslands at Lethbridge measured from MODIS composite VI. Circles indicate significant correlation 

(p<0.1). 

Using the grassland SOG and EOG measured from daily PhenoCam GCC, we retrieved a 

similar grassland phenology response to the preseason climate drivers. The PhenoCam-based SOG 

was significantly controlled by the Tmin and Tmax while all three climate drivers are significant 

forcing for the shifts in PhenoCam EOG (Figure 5-4). To be more precise, the dominant average 
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Tmin is the most important climate drivers for both the SOG and EOG estimated from daily 

PhenoCam GCC.      

 

Figure 5-4. The strongest correlation between the average daily maximum temperature (Tmax) and daily 

minimum temperature (Tmin), and accumulated precipitation (Prcp) on the SOG and EOG of grasslands at 

Lethbridge measured from daily PhenoCam GCC. Circles indicate significant correlation (p<0.1).  

We finally compared the duration of the dominant climate drivers for the MODIS- and 

PhenoCam-based phenometrics. As shown in Figure 5-5.a, SOG estimated from all remote sensing 

data were mostly influenced by the monthly average of Tmin in April. In contrast, the durations 

of dominant climate drivers for grassland EOG were more diverse. PhenoCam-based EOG was 

most sensitive to the Tmin average over the May-July period. The EOG estimated from most 

MODIS EVI2 were more influenced by the average daily Tmax from July and August. Exceptional 

dominant precipitation accumulated from August to September was revealed for EOG estimated 

from 10- and 14-day MODIS EVI2, indicating that more precipitation occurs at the end of growing 

season would prolong the active periods of prairie grasslands.   
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Figure 5-5. Dominant relationship between SOG (a) and EOG (b) estimated from daily PhenoCam GCC 

(1-d GCC) and MODIS composite data (1-, 2-, …, and 16-d EVI2) and preseason climate drivers. Red, 

yellow and blue bars indicate that Tmax, Tmin, and Prcp are the dominant climate drivers. The durations 

of dominant climate drivers were labelled next to the bars (e.g. 5-7 means May-July). 

From the above analysis, we summarized the similarity and difference between the 

characteristics of grassland phenology response to climate drivers detected by daily PhenoCam 

GCC and MODIS composite EVI2 using a score sheet as shown in Table C1. According to the 

scores of MODIS composite EVI2, MODIS EVI2 resampled at 1-16 days are equally capable in 

predicting the response of grassland SOG at Lethbridge. Regarding EOG, we found 10- and 14-

day MODIS EVI2 were more useful to predict the climate-induced shifts in EOG than others. 
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5.5.3 Accuracy of MODIS-based prediction of the dominant climate-induced changes in 

PhenoCam-based grassland phenology 

Based on the relationship between the shifts in PhenoCam-based phenometrics and associated 

climate drivers, we found that the dominant preseason climate variability could explain 65% and 

36% of the interannual variability of SOGp and EOGp, respectively (Figure 5-6). The impact of 

DCDPs on MODIS-based phenometrics showed a notable difference between the r2 for ΔSOGdcm 

and ΔEOGdcm (Figure 5-7). We observed a similar difference between the errors of ΔSOGdcm and 

ΔEOGdcm. Specifically, the errors of ΔSOGdcm was roughly constant, with MAE ranging from 3.6 

to 7.9 days and  ME ranging from -0.8 to -1.7 days (Figure 5-8). The negative MEs also implied a 

possible underestimation when using MODIS EVI2 to predict the ΔSOGdcp. The errors of 

ΔEOGdcm were only calculated for 10-, 12-, and 14-day MODIS EVI2 as the EOG estimated from 

other MODIS composite EVI2 were not significantly correlated with DCDP for EOGp (i.e. the 

averaged Tmin over the May-July period). The 10-day MODIS EVI2 produced the most accurate 

estimation of the interannual variability of ΔEOGdcp with ME of 4.3 days and MAE of 7.9 days, 

followed by 14- and 12- day MODIS EVI2. Based on the results show in Table 5-1 and Figure 

5-7~8, we found that 10-day MODIS EVI2 was the best to predict ΔSOGdcp and ΔEOGdcp.  
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Figure 5-6. Comparison between the interannual variability of PhenoCam-based phenometrics (i.e. ΔSOGp 

and ΔEOGp) and the dominant climate driver-induced interannual variability of PhenoCam-based 

phenometrics (ΔSOGdcp and ΔEOGdcp).  
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Figure 5-7. The coefficients of determinations (r2) between the interannual variability of MODIS-based 

phenometrics (i.e. ΔSOGm and ΔEOGm) and the DCDP-induced interannual variability of MODIS-based 

phenometrics (i.e. ΔSOGdcm and ΔEOGdcm).  

 

Figure 5-8. The errors of the dominant climate-induced interannual variability in the phenometrics of 

PhenoCam GCC estimated using MODIS composite EVI2 (i.e. ΔSOGdcm and ΔEOGdcm).  
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5.6 Discussion 

Climate-induced change in phenometrics is an effective indicator of the grassland response 

to climate change and variability. Satellite-based LSP detection is often affected by the coarse 

temporal resolution of input satellite data and thus may lead to inaccurate interpretation of the 

climate-induced phenology change. Our analysis presented a systematic comparison of the 

grassland phenology response to climate variability detected from MODIS composite EVI2 and 

daily PhenoCam GCC, focusing on evaluating the potential of multi-day MODIS EVI2 in 

predicting the shifts in PhenoCam-based SOG and EOG related to the dominant preseason climate 

drivers.   

Prior to the investigation of grassland phenology response to climate variability, we examined 

the consistency between the average and trends of phenometrics estimated from MODIS EVI2 and 

PhenoCam GCC as satellite VIs and near-surface greenness measurement are not directly 

comparable. PhenoCam GCC data record the seasonal changes of leaf green colour while EVI2 is 

more sensitive to the dynamics of the leaf productivity (Robinson et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018). 

As a result, the discrepancies between the vegetation dynamics measured by MODIS and 

PhenoCam would be more noticeable in fall as leaves may continue contributing to the canopy 

gross production when they start to turn brown. Thus, it is not surprising to see smaller ME and 

MAE and higher Pearson correlation coefficients for SOG in Table 5-1. The phenology detection 

algorithm applied to MODIS EVI2 in this study is different from the one applied to PhenoCam 

GCC as described in Richardson et al. (2018a), which may also partially explain the difference in 

the average MODIS- and PhenoCam-based phenometrics.  

The correlation analysis between grassland phenometrics and preseason climate drivers 

indicate different effects of temperature and precipitation on the shifts in the start and end of 

grassland growing seasons. Like the earlier SOG related to warmer spring documented in other 

grasslands (Lesica and Kittelson 2010; Ren et al. 2018), we found from both the MODIS- and 

PhenoCam-based phenology response that temperature was the dominant climate driver that was 

negatively related to SOG (Figure 5-3.a). Specifically, Tmin is more important than Tmax in 

advancing the spring onset, which can be explained by the control of growing degree days on 
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spring phenology (Figure 5-5). With higher Tmin, the number of degrees the daily mean 

temperature exceeds the base temperature is higher, which leads to a shorter time over which the 

accumulated growing degree days reaches to the threshold that triggers the start of a new growing 

season. We also found a significant influence of both temperature and precipitation on the shifts 

in EOG with opposite effects, that is, the higher temperature would shorten the growing season 

while more precipitation would cause a delay of the onset of dormancy (Figure 5-3.b). The 

negative effect of temperature is related to the impact of water stress on vegetation phenology (Cui 

et al. 2017; Elmore et al. 2012; Ma et al. 2015). Continuously high temperature during spring and 

summer in the water-lacking regions such as mixed prairie would cause excessive moisture loss 

through evapotranspiration, which is unfavorable for vegetation growth. Precipitation, on the other 

hand, would ease the water stress and help maintain vegetation functioning and slow the 

senescence process in the fall. 

Regarding the dominant climate drivers for the shifts on grassland phenometrics, all MODIS 

composite EVI2 accurately predict the significant effect of averaged daily temperature in April on 

the interannual changes in PhenoCam-based SOG. However, none of the MODIS composite EVI2 

gets the correct prediction of the dominant climate driver on EOG measured from the daily 

PhenoCam GCC. In fact, Tmin, which is the dominant climate driver for the PhenoCam-based 

phenometrics did not affect the MODIS-based phenometrics as significantly as Tmax and Prcp 

during the senescence period (Figure 5-3). One possible reason is the difference in the average 

onset of EOG estimated from MODIS and PhenoCam data. MODIS-based average onset EOG 

occurs in October while PhenoCam-based average EOG falls within September. While Tmin 

determines the enduring summer water stress, Tmax and Prcp have more impact on the intensity 

of drought conditions in fall. Therefore, we observed different types of dominant preseason climate 

drivers between MODIS- and PhenoCam-based EOG. By comparing the ΔEOGdcm and ΔEOGdcp, 

we can see that that 10-day MODIS composite data can estimate the PhenoCam-based grassland 

phenology response to DCDP better than others (Figure 5-8), which corresponds to the highest 

correlation coefficient with PhenoCam-based EOG (Table 5-1) and best performance in 

characterizing the significant climate drivers for PhenoCam-based EOG (Table C1). Note that the 

DCDP for EOG has a higher r2 with EOG estimated from 12-day MODIS EVI2 than those 

estimated from 10-day MODIS EVI2 (Figure 5-7). However, the larger MAE of ΔEOGdcm 
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estimated using 12-day MODIS EVI2 implied a strong but negative relationship between the 12-

day MODIS EVI2-based ΔEOGdcm and ΔEOGdcp, which is why we selected 10-day as the optimal 

temporal resolution of MODIS EVI2 to predict the ΔSOGdcp and ΔEOGdcp.  

5.7 Conclusions 

This study characterized and validated the potential of MODIS composite EVI2 in detecting 

prairie grassland phenology response to climate variability with the daily PhenoCam GCC. The 

results showed that 1- to 16-day MODIS EVI2 could accurately predict the dominant shifts in 

PhenoCam-based SOG that was controlled by the monthly average of daily minimum temperature 

in April. The mean absolute error for the predicted shifts in SOG ranges from 3.6~7.9 days. For 

EOG, only 10-, 12-, and 14-day MODIS EVI2 can predict the dominant shifts in PhenoCam-based 

EOG related to the average daily minimum temperature over May-July, and the mean absolute 

errors for the predicted shifts in EOG are 7.9, 17.9, and 10.0 days, respectively. Overall, the 10-

day time interval is the temporal resolution of MODIS composite EVI2 to predict the climate-

induced changes in PhenoCam-based SOG and EOG.   
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CHAPTER 6 : CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FURTHER 

RESEARCH 

6.1 Summary 

The hypothesis that grassland phenology changes in relation to climate change can be 

accurately estimated from satellite VIs resampled at the optimal temporal resolution is accepted 

based on the results of this thesis. Below is a summary of the major conclusions of chapter 2, 3, 4, 

and 5, followed by a generalized description of the contribution of this research.  

• Chapter 2 reinforced the role of phenology in reflecting climate impact on grassland 

ecosystems. Moisture-related climate factors such as preseason drought and precipitation 

should be considered as critical environmental forcing for the shifts in phenological metrics 

of grasslands in the arid and semi-arid regions such as the Canadian prairie ecozone.  

• Chapter 3 quantified the difference in phenological metrics derived from daily MODIS VIs 

and PhenoCam GCC. The results show a strong correlation between the growing season-

defining phenological metrics derived from the daily MODIS VIs and PhenoCam GCC, 

which indicate the great potential of daily MODIS VIs in predicting the phenological 

transitions of PhenoCam GCC. Moreover, the results also reveal the explicit time lags 

between the MODIS- and PhenoCam based seasonal dynamics in the greenness measured 

from PhenoCam and MODIS, which would help interpret the errors of satellite-based 

phenology when compared to PhenoCam phenology data.  

• Chapter 4 explored the impact of different temporal resolutions of satellite VIs on the 

estimated phenological metrics of prairie grasslands. The results first demonstrate that the 

coarse resampling time interval will reduce the ability of MODIS composite VIs to predict 

the high-frequency seasonal dynamics depicted by the daily MODIS NBAR VIs. Second, 

the results show that temporal resolution less than 18-day are favorable for the satellite-

based phenology detection in the prairie grasslands. 

• Chapter 5 is built upon the previous chapters, comparing the grassland phenology response 

to preseason climate drivers (i.e. temperature and precipitation) detected by 1- to 16-day 

MODIS composite EVI2 and daily PhenoCam GCC.  The results demonstrate the 1- to 16-
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day MODIS EVI2 can accurately predict the dominant climate-induced shifts in 

PhenoCam-based SOG. However, only a few MODIS composite EVI2 can predict the 

response of PhenoCam-based EOG to the dominant preseason climate drivers among 

which the 10-day EVI2 is better than others on this matter.  

6.2 Contribution   

Scientifically, this research addressed a critical issue in the study of satellite-based land 

surface phenology monitoring, and the results improved the understanding of the satellite-based 

grassland phenology response to climate change and variability. First, this research characterized 

the significant impact of three critical climate drivers: drought, temperature, and precipitation, on 

the changes in prairie grassland phenology. Secondly, given the lack of in situ measurement of 

grassland phenology, this research validated the satellite-based prairie grassland phenology with 

the near-surface PhenoCam greenness measurement. Thirdly, this research clarified the 

uncertainties of using the commonly used satellite composite VIs (i.e. NDVI, EVI, and EVI2) 

resampled at different temporal resolutions to estimate the onsets of different phenological 

transitions across the growing seasons of the prairie grasslands. Finally, this research revealed the 

different impact of the temporal resolution of satellite VIs on the estimated phenology response to 

preseason climate conditions. Briefly, this research identified the favorable temporal resolution of 

satellite VI for the detection of grassland phenological transitions and the grassland phenology 

response to climate variability. In a broader sense, this research is valuable for ecosystem 

modelings such as carbon and water exchange retrieval based on the strong connection between 

vegetation phenology and productivity. Grassland is the largest terrestrial biomes in the world.  

Accurate phenology detection will improve the understanding of the changes in grassland 

functioning regarding carbon uptake and food supply related to climate variability.  

6.3 Limitations 

Although the MODIS composite data with the validation using near-surface PhenoCam GCC 

has demonstrated potential in predicting the onsets of grassland phenological transitions and 

phenology response to climate variability in the mixed prairie, their application, particularly in the 

heterogeneous landscape, is limited due to its relatively large pixel scale. Even at the Lethbridge 
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Grassland Ecosystem Site (LGES), the corresponding MODIS pixel still covers a small portion of 

croplands. Therefore, a high spatial resolution (submeter) land cover classification product 

combined with a reliable spectral unmixing algorithm would have improved the results.  

Also, most of this research was conducted in the mixed prairie surrounding the LGES with 

PhenoCam measurement because of the lack of in-situ grassland phenology measurement in the 

Canadian prairie ecozone. In fact, as part of PlantWatch phenology network, there are more than 

30 PlantWatch observational sites in the prairie ecozone that have been recording decades of in-

situ onsets of three spring phenological metrics: leafing out, first bloom and middle bloom (Figure 

B1). The correlation analysis results show a significant correspondence between the PlantWatch 

leafing out and satellite-based spring onsets (Figure B2~4). Unfortunately, PlantWatch did not 

track the major grass species in the prairie ecozone and could not directly be used to validate the 

satellite estimations of grassland phenology. The results of this research would be more 

statistically and practically informative if more in-situ validation dataset could have been included.  

In addition, the effect of temporal resolution of MODIS composite data on the estimated 

grassland phenology response to drought was not evaluated in Chapter 5. The main reason for that 

is the lack of drought indices (e.g SPEI used in Chapter 2) matching the spatial resolution of 

MODIS pixels (500 m). Spatial interpolation of the original 0.5-degree SPEI would introduce 

extensive uncertainty given the spatial heterogeneity of the landscape surrounding LGES. Drought 

variability can be monitored with meteorological and hydrological models using ground weather 

measurements. Now that drought significantly regulates the trend of phenology in prairie 

grasslands as described in Chapter 2, including the model-based drought indices in Chapter 5 may 

improve the understanding of the effect of temporal resolution of MODIS composite data on the 

estimated grassland phenology response.        

Finally, PhenoCam GCC does not directly correspond to satellite VI such as NDVI, EVI, and 

EVI2 used in this research. The discrepancy between satellite and near-surface vegetation indices 

may affect the evaluation of MODIS composite VI in grassland phenology research. Using a 

PhenoCam-based index more comparable to satellite VIs may have improved the correlation 

between satellite-and PhenoCam-based grassland phenology.  
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6.4 Further research 

This research on investigating the optimal temporal resolution of satellite data to predict 

climate-induced changes in grassland phenology can be furthered in three aspects.  

First, more grasslands biomes will be included in further research. This research has 

investigated the optimal temporal resolution of satellite data to detect prairie grassland phenology 

and its response to climate variability. For other types of grassland biomes, such as savannas and 

alpine grasslands, the sensitivity of land surface phenology to the temporal resolution of satellite 

data may be different due to the distinct landscape and climate conditions. Therefore, it would be 

interesting to explore the potential of the optimal temporal resolutions of satellite data for the 

prairie grasslands in predicting the response of land surface phenology to climate variability in 

other grassland biomes. Furthermore, with the recent development of the PhenoCam network, the 

investigation approach described in this research could also be applied to other types of terrestrial 

biomes, such as tropical rainforests, temperate forests, boreal forests, and Arctic tundra. Previous 

research has revealed diverse coupling relationship between climate and land surface phenology 

across a variety of biomes using satellite remote sensing. However, like grassland, the uncertainty 

of the estimated onset of phenological transitions of those biomes in relation to the temporal 

resolution of input satellite data is not fully understood. Some preliminary work, including data 

collection and extraction of phenological transitions, has been finished for the PhenoCam 

grassland sites across North America. However, the correlation between MODIS- and PhenoCam-

based grassland phenology is not as good as in Lethbridge (Table D1). One possible reason is the 

mismatch of the pixel-level landscape and PhenoCam ROIs while the other possible reason is the 

discrepancy between satellite VIs and PhenoCam GCC in depicting the vegetation phenological 

dynamics, which correspond to the next two aspects of further research.  

The tradeoff between the spatial details and temporal dynamics in satellite observations make 

it quite challenging to obtain imagery with both high spatial and temporal resolutions. MODIS 

NBAR data used in this research is the best source considering the data extent, quality, and 

availability. Therefore, the practical approach is to implement more precise land surface 

classification and accurate spectral mixing/unmixing. Some existing high-resolution land surface 
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imagery such as Google Earth Imagery and QuickBird can provide a sub-meter description of 

landscape and support the global-scale study. Including such imagery should be able to diminish 

the uncertainty caused by spatial heterogeneity.  

Chapter 3~5 and some other studies have illustrated the gap between phenology measured 

from satellite and near-surface remote sensing, especially in the senescence phase. In chapter 3, 

the research also shows that using GCCpp can reduce the bias between satellite- and PhenoCam-

based grassland EOG, which implies the possibility of bridges the gap with new vegetation indices. 

Some recent research has found that PhenoCam-based NDVI developed with digital numbers in 

the PhenoCam photos (visible + infrared) (Petach et al. 2014) was strongly correlated with the 

satellite-based NDVI of savannas and open grasslands (Liu et al. 2017b). While the applications 

of these new indices in the detection of land surface phenology have not been widely examined, it 

would be interesting to assess if they are more suitable than the commonly used satellite VIs to 

capture the response of land surface phenology to climate variability in different types of biomes.  
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APPENDIX A: CLIMATE AND PHENOLOGY TREND OF CANADIAN PRAIRIE 

GRASSLANDS 

 

Figure A1. Evolution of climatic variables of the prairie ecozone from 1901 to 2014. The blue dots denote 

the region-wide average of daily mean temperature (a) and annual precipitation (b) while the grey horizontal 

bars are one standard deviation of the region-wide averages. The changes of climatic variables over the 

study period (1982–2014) are outlined with the red rectangles. The black and red dashed lines display the 

trends of climatic variables over 1901–2014 and 1982–2014, respectively. The temperature and 

precipitation data of the prairie ecozone are extracted from the Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS v. 3.24 

high-resolution gridded datasets. 
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Figure A2. Significant trends in the temporal evolution of SOG of the grasslands in Mixed Grassland from 

1982 to 2014 

 

Figure A3. The region-wide average aridity index of grasslands for each ecoregion 
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APPENDIX B: PLANTWATCH SPRING PHENOLOGY DATA IN THE CANADIAN 

PRAIRIE ECOZONE 

 

Figure B1. Distribution of PlantWatch observations in the Canadian Prairie Ecozone.  
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Figure B2. Comparison between SOS estimates from LTSDR AVHRR NDVI and PlantWatch spring 

observations. LO, FB, and MB stand for leafing out, first bloom, and mid bloom, respectively.  
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Figure B3. Comparison between SOS estimates from MCD12Q2 and PlantWatch spring observations. LO, 

FB, and MB stand for leafing out, first bloom, and mid bloom, respectively.  
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Figure B4. Comparison between SOS estimates from S10 NDVI and PlantWatch spring observations. LO, 

FB, and MB stand for leafing out, first bloom, and mid bloom, respectively.  
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APPENDIX C: QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF SATELLITE-BASED GRASSLAND PHENOLOGY TO CLIMATE 

VARIABILITY 

Table C1.  A score sheet to evaluate the performance of MODIS composite data in predicting the PhenoCam-based grassland phenology to averaged 

daily maximum temperature (Tmax) and daily minimum temperature (Tmin) and accumulated daily precipitation (P).  ‘MDC’, ‘SDC’, and ‘LDC’ 

stand for the most dominant climate driver, the second most dominant climate driver, and the least dominant climate driver, respectively. (L, H) 

correspond to the time scale and lag of the most significant climate drivers, and ‘S’ is the sign of the Pearson correlation coefficient between estimated 

grassland phenology and climate drivers. ‘NA’ indicates the climate driver is not significantly correlated with the associated grassland phenometrics. 

‘1’ indicates that the properties of significant climate drivers identified by using MODIS composite data are identical to those identified with daily 

PhenoCam GCC, while ‘0’ represents a mismatch.   

   MODIS composite EVI2 

SOG 

Data source 1-d GCC 1-d 2-d 3-d 4-d 5-d 6-d 7-d 8-d 9-d 10-d 11-d 12-d 13-d 14-d 15-d 16-d 

MDC Tmin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

(L, H) (1,0) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

S - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

SDC Tmax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(L, H) (1,0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

S - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LDC P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

(L, H) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

S NA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Total score  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

   MODIS composite EVI2 

EOG Data source 1-d GCC 1-d 2-d 3-d 4-d 5-d 6-d 7-d 8-d 9-d 10-d 11-d 12-d 13-d 14-d 15-d 16-d 
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MDC Tmin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(L, H) (3,2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

S - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

SDC P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

(L, H) (2,0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

S - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LDC Tmax 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

(L, H) (4,1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

S - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Total score  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 3 4 6 4 4 
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APPENDIX D: CORRELATION OF SATELLITE- AND PHENOCAM-BASED GRASSLAND PHENOLOGY IN NORTH 

AMERICA 

Table D1. Pearson correlation coefficient between the start of growing season (SOG) and end of growing season (EOG) estimated from MODIS 

composite data and daily PhenoCam GCC. Numbers in bold indicate positive and significant correlations (p<0.1). The last row shows the average 

correlation coefficients of SOG and EOG estimated from MODIS composite data and daily PhenoCam GCC 

 
Site 

Temporal resolution (days) 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

SOG 

Marena 0.829 0.860 0.895 0.860 0.876 0.888 0.884 0.830 0.872 0.827 0.859 0.868 0.795 0.862 0.848 0.868 

Kansas 0.111 0.389 0.392 0.404 0.416 0.042 0.065 0.077 0.040 0.046 0.057 0.064 0.117 0.091 0.061 0.078 

Konza 0.612 0.621 0.612 0.593 0.584 0.594 0.550 0.606 0.555 0.574 0.592 0.565 0.502 0.538 0.682 0.542 

Butte 0.075 0.152 0.124 0.137 0.129 0.190 0.258 -0.117 -0.110 -0.120 -0.113 -0.101 0.243 0.169 -0.082 0.016 

Monture 0.878 0.875 0.870 0.847 -0.323 0.858 -0.311 -0.326 0.861 -0.339 0.761 0.723 0.687 -0.328 -0.383 0.713 

Lethbridge 0.945 0.924 0.932 0.914 0.897 0.929 0.928 0.928 0.919 0.934 0.948 0.903 0.919 0.939 0.948 0.925 

EOG 

Marena -0.755 -0.756 -0.753 -0.605 -0.753 -0.744 -0.734 -0.697 -0.659 -0.747 -0.756 -0.762 -0.118 0.817 -0.136 -0.629 

Kansas 0.861 -0.728 -0.747 -0.726 -0.371 0.730 0.337 0.222 -0.841 0.105 0.129 0.705 0.115 -0.718 0.699 -0.049 

Konza -0.859 -0.879 -0.885 -0.882 -0.873 -0.860 -0.875 -0.710 -0.745 -0.675 -0.809 -0.706 -0.513 -0.692 -0.773 -0.846 

Butte 0.230 0.103 0.115 0.104 -0.030 0.491 0.106 0.046 0.220 0.031 0.054 -0.058 0.083 0.138 0.139 -0.008 

Monture -0.273 -0.452 -0.422 -0.396 -0.166 -0.349 -0.162 -0.082 -0.304 -0.254 -0.380 -0.317 -0.442 0.006 -0.190 -0.332 

Lethbridge 0.697 0.718 0.749 0.759 0.777 0.766 0.798 0.796 0.818 0.931 0.822 0.895 0.765 0.883 0.778 0.778 

Average Lethbridge 0.821 0.821 0.840 0.837 0.837 0.848 0.863 0.862 0.868 0.933 0.885 0.899 0.842 0.911 0.863 0.851 

 


